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Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Israeli, Syrian Forces
!Iti Full Retreat' Today
//

The Calloway County High
School Speech Team started iLs
season with a tie for first place
sweepstakes honors at the
Paducah Tilghain
annual
Speech & Debate Tournament
held Saturday, October 5.
At the end of the regulation
three rounds Calloway Co. and
Henry Co. were tied at 137
points each. The tie then had to
be broken by the number of
individual first place winners,
Calloway
was
narrowly
defeated. There were 22 schools
from four states entered for
competition.
Jimmy Burkeen won the
in
Second-place
trophy
hurnerous interpretation and
Randy Williams third place in
Extemp.
Calloway's team collected
twenty five superior ratings,
twenty four excellent and seven
good ratings.
Those students receiving
superior ratings were: Juana
Stockdale: Marketia Orr, Kim
Gray, Tricia Bailey, Jim
Burkeeri, Teresa Moody, David
Robinsdh, Mark Miller, Kilt
Stubblefield, and
Randy
Williams.
C,alloway's A team in debate
composed of John Riley and
Quentin Fannin won decisions

LaDonne Roberts Crowned As Miss Rangerette 1973

LI.

WEATHER
FORMAST

Considerable cloudiness and
mild today, high in the upper
70s to low 80s. Partly cloudy
and mild tonight. Partly cloudy
and a little warmer Tuesday,
high in the low 80s. Wednesday
variable cloudiness with chance
of thundershowers.

over Union County and Trigg
County. First place in debate
was won by Harrodsburg High
School.
Speech & Debate coach Larry
.England will enter the novice
-sad varsity debaters in the
annual Murray State University
Debate
and
Discussion
workshop next Saturday, Oct.
131h. Calloway County won the
MSU Tournament last year and
will be defending its title.

Committee Will
Meet For Study
Tuesday, October 9, has been
designated as Organization
Day by State Superintendent
Or. Lyman
Ginger. On
Thestlay, at 7:00 p.m., Dr.
Ginger and Alan Bryan will be
rt the Kentucky Educational
Television network and present
a program dealing with the
Foundation
Study
and
legislative
recommendations
growing out of the study.
The local citizens committee
which reviewed the Foundation
Program last year, the Murray
Board of Education and
representatives from local civic
clubs have been invited to meet
at the Murray High School
library Tuesday at 6:50 p.m. for
the purpose of viewing the
television presentation and
discuss the recommendations.
This is not a closed meeting and
all interested citizens will be
welcome and are encouraged to
attend.
The Foundation Program is
the
legal mechanism for
distributing state aid to the
local public schools. Changes In
this program will effect all of
the public school children in
Foundation
Kentucky. The
Program has been under study
for three years and recommended changes are the first
major ones that have been
proposed since the inception of
this program.

House Needed By Rescue
Squad for Fire Training
The Calloway County FireRescue Unit has reported that it
needs a house to burn for
training purposes.
Anyone who has an old house
or outbuilding that they would
like to have burned should
contact the Rescue Squad.
Murray City Fire Chief
and
Bashor,
Dr. Allan
Jackie Cooper will conduct the
sociologist, University of
fire school for the county
Kentucky,"The 4-H Leadership
firefighters
Challenge."

LADONNE ROBERTS,center, was crooned "Miss Rangerette 1973" at the contest held Sunday at
the WOW Hall. On the left is Rhonda Garland,first runnerup, and on the right is Lisa Smith, winner of
the talent award;

Dr. Berg Is Speaker At 4-H Forum
Dr. Oddvar Berg, former
Norwegian missionary to the
Congo and naturalized citizen of
the United States, spoke on
"What's Right America" at the
banquet beld at the close of the
Purchase Area 4-H Leader
Forum held at Brazelton Junior
High School, Paducah, on
Saturday.
About twenty-five persons
from Calloway County attended
the forum and an exhibit of
and
Projects
"Four-H
Achievements" was shown by
the local group.
Fred Gillum is county agent
in youth for Calloway County.
Others leaders are Mrs. Arlie
Scott, coordinator, Mrs. James
Tucker,exhibit, Mrs. Joe Sledd,
finance, Mrs. Calvin Morris,

publicity, Mrs. Terry Walters,
telephone, and Miss Carolyn
Scott, teen member.
Arlie Scott of Murray,
president of the Purchase Area
4-H Council, and Conrad
Feltner, assistant director of
Extension for 4-H at the
University of Kentucky, were
leaders for the program on
"Leadetship Expansion in the
Seventies."
Mrs. Elwood Turner, Purchase Area Forum chairwoman, and Miss Cheryl Vail,
president Area 4-H Teen
Council; presided at the
meeting. Speakers for the afternoon session included Miss
Janet Patterson, former
Kentucky 4-H president, "A
Youth's View of Leadership,"

FOUR-H MEMBERS from Calloway County at the Purchase Area Forum held
Saturday at Paducah were, left to right, Andy Coles, Carolyn Scott, Ed Eversmeyer,
Debra Tucker, and Dianne Harrison.
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Speech Team From Calloway
High Wins Honors Saturday

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Israel said Syrian forces
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Golan
were "in full retreat" from the
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Golan Heights toward DamHada
ascus today, but Syria said its
SYRIA
ISRAEL
troops had repulsed the Israelis
sra
lel Av.,.
and Egypt claimed it totally
controlled the east bank of the
Jef usalemr
Suez Canal. ---- --Goto
Syrion, tsrorlo
The Israeli state radio said
,?"
1106 Port Said
Ground f-oftc).
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Israeli troops and armor pur• Suez
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sued the retreating Syrians.
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The broadcast said Syrian soldiers were running away on
f glypt.ons
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foot and that Syrian columns <A1007
`,V Counter Altock
'Across Canal,
began withdrawing toward
Cairo Claims
Damascus, less than 40 miles
Sukhri'.
from the battle lines.
(loth
Egypt, meanwhile, said its
tanks punched deeper into the
ZafarawSinai under cover from warplanes knocking out vital IsGull 0/
Aquibti
raeli defenses. Israel said its
Attacked Ry
forces were on the offensive
Is,0,-h Jett
SAUbI
and had destroyed all bridges
Shatm `10
across the Suez Canal, trapping
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((I A.RI
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l
el SheAcla Stra
Egyptian troops in the desert
lJfOa
EGYPT,
without supplies.
Red Sea
In Washington, President
Nixon said the United States
MIDEAST FIGHTING REPORTED—Map locates areas where
seeks support in the U.N. Security Council for a position battles raged on Israel's front lines with Egypt and Syria as the
Middle East erupted in the widest fighting since the 1967 war.
-we hope and believe will be
effective," but gave no in- Prime areas of action include the Golan Heights where Syrian
dication as to the nature of the forces claim to have broken through Israeli lines, and the Suez
Canal front. Both Egyptian and Israeli sources say Egyptian
Mideast proposal the United
forces have crossed the canal into Sinai. Solid black area of map
(See U.S.To.Page Si
Is Israel proper, and shaded areas are Israeli occupied lands.

Miss LaDonne Roberts,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Roberts was crowned Miss
Rangerette 1973 by Mary
Morris, 1972 winner, at the
event held Sunday,October 7, at
the Woodmen of the World
Building.
The winner is a freshman at
Calloway County High School.
She enjoys horseback riding,
playing the piano and art. Her
future ambition is to major in
music and teach piano and
organ. She resides with her
parents and two brothers.
First runner up was Miss
Rhonda Garland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Garland.
Miss Garland, age 10, is in the
sixth grade at Faxon. She enjoys swimming and twirling the
baton. She has one brother,
David.
Winner of talent was Miss
Lisa Smith, daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Roy Smith. She is a freshman at Murray High, and enjoys playing the piano, tennis,
and
swimming
softball,
reading. She would like to be a
lawyer or teach the handicapped. She has a twin sister,
Teresa, and a brother, Wade.
Miss Ftange—reit'i Court included
Angela
Manning,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
(See Miss Roberts, Page Si
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 8, 1973

Rap sessions were held
throughout the afternoon and
special music was by the
Paducah Tilghman Swing
Choir. Dan Shipley of Murray
led one of the sessions.
Keith Deweese, Kentucky 4-H
vice-president, presided at the
dinner with speakers being
Walker Stafford of the Stauffer'
Chemical Company and Dr.
Berg.
Paducah Mayor Dolly McNutt presented Duke of
Paducah awards to the
speakers and leaders including
Arlie Scott of Murray. About 250
Persons were present.

If You Miss
Your Paper
Ledger & Times sitty
subscribers who have Mt,
received delivery of their
newspaper by 5:30 p.m. are
urged to report the nondelivery of the paper to
their route carrier. If the
carrier cannot be reached,
call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. for
delivery of the newspaper.

-41

BARNS BURN—Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit volunteer Ronnie Barnett dampens the area
around this blazing tobacco barn Saturday. The barn, which belonged to Charles Rose, of the
Providence community, was one of two which burned over the weekend The Rose barn contained We
sticks of dark leaf, and a barn which belonged to Charles Smotherman , Route Three, was also full of
tobacco. Lightning was listed as the cause of the Smotherman barn fire, which occurred Sunday
morning, at about 10:30.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Revenue Sharing Office Rules
That Two Kentucky Towns Must
Return Money Received In Error
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two Western Kentucky
towns, whose budgets were
boosted by federal revenue
sharing funds, are now facing
budget crises: They have to
give Uncle Sam his money
back.
"It's a simple story," says
William C. Phillips, mayor of
the Barren County town of
Hiseville. "They sent us some
money and we spent it in good
faith."
The Office of Revenue Sharing has ruled that Hiseville, one
of 37 communities in Kentucky
which received too much money last year, must repay the
$1,727 it received. In addition,
since the town has no city property tax and revenue sharing
allotments are based on the local fax effort, Hiseville won't
get any more checks.
The governmen1 also ruled
that the Hopkins County town
of St. Charles must return its

AREA TEEN Council members for 4-H had charge of the registration at the Purchase
Area Forum held Saturday at Paducah. They are left to right. Carolyn Scott, Calloway
County,Qum'Vail,Paducah,and Dianne Harrison. Callo%ay County.

revenue sharing money, although that town will be permitted to receive additional
checks, since it levies a tax,
The $1,727 debt faced by
Hiseville is about $727 more
than he annual budget of the
town, which has raised its
funds from a small utility tax
and supplemented its coffers
with small revenue from bake
sales and other community activities.

The town of 160 persons spent
its revenue funds carefully, filling out all the forms and ensuring that the money was spent
properly. The town spent $1,000
of its $1,727 to remodel city
hall.
"We've complied with everything we were supposed to,"
Phillips said. "And now they
say they want their money
back. I don't know what to
(See Revenue,Page Si

Two Injured In Accident Sunday
Two persons were reported
injured in a two-car accident
Sunday, at the intersection of
Highway 121 and N. 16th Street.
Murray City Police said that
cars driven by Deborah K.
Grogan, Route One, and
William R. Barnes, Sturgis,
Ky., collided at the intersection.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital officials said that
Deborah Grogan received

Jbrasions on the leg and Barnes
sustained a dislocated left
shoulder. Both persons were
treated and released.
Damage to the Grogan car
was to the left front and side
and damage to the Barnes car
was to the right front and side.
Police said the Grogan car was
going east on 121 and the Barnes
car was going south on 16th
when the accident occurred.

CALLOWAY 4-H Leaders stand before the exhibit for Calloway County at the Purchase
Area 4-H Leader Forum held Saturday at Paducah. They are, left to right, Fred Gillum,
County Ageat in Youth, Mrs. Arlie Scott, Coordinator, and Mrs. James Tucker. exhibit
chairman.
-
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Mrs. McCutchen Is Speaker At Meet
Mrs. Hugh Oakley opened her
home for the September
meeting of the Dorothy Group of
the First Baptiat Church
Women. Fifteen members were
present.
The guest speaker for the
meeting was Mrs. Alan McCutchen who gave a report of
her tour this summer with the
Young Peoples Choir at the
Onieda Baptist Institute in
Eastern Kentucky. They stayed
there for one week.
Mrs. IlleCtitchen was introduced by Mrs. Joe Johnson.
The call to prayer was given by
l. ood Beatt Included

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

in the list of missionaries
having birthdays that day was
Tesseneer,
Susan
Miss
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph
Tesseneer,formerly of Murray,
who is serving in Brazil. Her
parents were visiting her at the
time of the meeting.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. G.T. Moody. Activities for
the year were discussed including a picnic with husbands
as guests on September 27 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Tarry, Jr., Lakeway Shore&
Two new members present
were Mrs. G.M. Wright and
Rile

Ar and about

CI(
A

Monday, October 8
A shower for Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy whose home and contents were destroyed by fire will
be held at the Community
Room, Murray Federal Saving
and Loan,7th and Main Streets,
at seven p.m.
The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its first general
meeting at the club house at six
p.m. with Mrs. Malcolm Cross,
ICFWC First Vice-President, as
guest speaker.

* SPECIAL *
MONDAY thru THURSDAY

Ground Sirloin
Rib Eye Steak Fish Dinner

THEY'RE AT-it again! Mrs. Clyde Adkins, Jr., and Mrs. Buddy
Sykes arrange items of horror in the operating room of the
"Haunted House." The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is again sponsoring this Halloween entertainment
on October 29, 30, and 31 at the house at the corner of lith and
Main Streets. A workshop was held Tuesday night, October 2, In
place of the Kappa's regular monthly meeting. Ca-chairmen of
the project are Mrs. Adkins and Mrs. M.D. Hassell.

$149_
$1"
$1 49
$259

All dinners includes: Salad, Potato, Toast

Return of This Coupon

With

"OFF On Each Meal

1 04

Carry-Out call ... 753-4419

Artificial breast?
See your surgeon

5e,

DEAR ABBY: I am a 45-year-old married woman who
fortunately survived breast cancer three years- ago. My
right breast was removed, and altho I wear a padded bra
'
- systisak normal in clothes, I haven't totally adjusted to my
IIIII, even tho my husband has been very kind and under'standing.
I suppose I will sound vain and silly [that's why I
haven't spoken to my doctor about this) but I would like to
know if it is possible for a plastic surgeon to reconstruct an
rim
artificial breast and seeenmfully make it part of me?
MRS. .1,. _

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at one p.m, at the church
with Mrs. Sallie Guy as
guest speaker. Note earlier
date.

DEAR ABBY: How does a woman let her friends know
she is available? I am being divorced, and a woman my.
age can't afford to waste much time, so I'd like to have it
known that I am in the market for a new husband.
What do you think of having some cards printed saying: "I AM AVAILABLE!" and without going into detail I
could add. "My divorce was final March tOth"-: and then
something cute, like: "The line forms on the left" Then
my new phone number.
I suppose this would seem rather forward a few years
ago, but Abby, times have changed. What do you think?
AVAILABLE
DEAR AVAILABLE: Mates may have chewed...UV
see haven't. When they play for keeps they avoid agree- .
sive women. I recommend a mere subtle way be ginfriW
word of your availability around.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CAN'T BELIFVE IT IN TEXAS": I couldn't believe it either, so I wrote to the State Bar
of Texas and inquired. The reply "Dear Abby: You wrote that a woman had written to
you saying that an unmarried woman cannot own property
in Texas sad wanted to know V this is tree.
In the words of my patient and Mag-sufferieg secretary:
'An unmarried woman CAN own property in Texas--and
the more, the better!'"
Cordially Yaws,
Davis Grant, Office et Gen. Counsel

,Am limb
AA PA..

Blood
Baptist
River
Associational WMU will have a
mission study institute at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at seven pin.
Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton
White at one p.m.

Murray Branch of AAUW will
meet at the home of Mrs. James
Harmon, 1214 Dogwood Driein
at 7:30 p.m.

Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will meet at the
home of Willard Ails, 1610
Keenland Drive, at seven p.m.
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Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
*. p.m.
*
*
Church History Series will be
*
Vi held at Gleason Hall, St. Lee's
WEB.:Catholic Church, at 7:30 p.m.
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Group IV

; Christian Church CWF will
Coming Soon!!
* meet with Mrs. Joe Crass, 501
Mr. Superinvisibk (G): Beale, at 7:30 p.m. with Miss
Rebecca Dublin in charge of the
Gospel Road (G) :Program.

Quota Club will meet at
CINEMA I * Now trim wED.:Triangle
Inn at twelve noon.

*

*
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*
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the perennials as the frost
catches them for it not only
makes the beds look neat but
again it removes a harboring
place for insects.
All of this is finishing up the
chores of summer, while we
turn ow attention to the fall
planting season. I get real
excited about planing in the fall.
Somehow when we tuck things
in the ground and practically
forget them, during the winter it
is like a miracle to see them
popping up here and time in
such profusion when @prime
arrives. Bulbs are one sort of
planting mat are always
rewarding. No matter what sort
of bulb you plant, it will come up
and bloom. Of course the better
you prepare the ground and put
them in the proper sunny spot
and care for them, they will
produce one hundred fold. But
taking
everything
into
consideration, there is nothing
that will give the joy of a few
bulbs.
The colors are rioutoua, the
sizes and shapes unlimited and
the odor is heavenly, what more
could we ask from any flower?
I think the most delightful
thing about them is that they
can be forgotten and neglected
and still show their beauty.
How can anyone walk through
a bed of daffodils, or touch a tulip or whiff the aroma of a
t_
hyacincth and not see beyond
them to the one who created it
all.
Plant them generously this
fall, plant them with a profligate
hand and stand back next spring
and watch a miracle.

The time for raking leaves is
just about with us. A stiff breeze
is already sending them down
and in another week or two, they
will really be tumbling. Please
don't burn them. Pile them up in
a corner of your yard for next
years mulch. Find an out of the
way corner and keep adding to
them all through the fall.
They will not blow away or
scatter if you water them down
occasionally and as they begin to
decay stir them up a bit and you
will have the finest pile of dirt
for your flowers you ever saw.
Some folks add such things as
potato peelings or other table
scraps to the pile but I would
rather have just the leaves. And
remember, the bigger the pile,
the more fine dirt you will have.
In the spring when you get ready
to set out some potted plants, it
is hard to find good soil but with
a compost pile, all you need is a
shovel. It is free from weeds and
clean.
While you are raking leaves,
look under the shrubs and rows
of plants and clean them out
thoroughly. As I have said
before, it makes a good hiding
place for the larvae of insects
that will be ready to attack
plans in the spring.
Chop down any weeds you
find. I didn't realize there were
so many in my own yard, until I
book a stroll around a few days
ago. So armed with a hoe, I
finished off many a potential
weed for next year. Weeds cut
before the seeds are dry and
ripe will mean the end of that
particular pest. It would be a
good idea to burn the stalks of
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South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Garland Mem at

Pacers Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Wilma
Beatty at 9:30 a.m.

Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
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Starts WEDNESDAY!

Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Clifton
Lee Jones at one p.m.
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Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 7:30 p.m.
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Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.

rt

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.

753 33..:
Thru WED.

Ladies day golf and bridge
will be at Oaks Country Club at
nine a.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Max
Brandon as chairman of the
hostesses, Mesdames Ed M.
West, Jack R. Kennedy,
Howard B. Koenen, Harry L.
McGurk, J E. McCage, E.B.
Howton, George Ed Overbey,
Wells Overbey, James W.
Parker, James R.
Payne,
John J. Roach, Wells Purdom,
Jr. Bridge will be at nine a.m.
with Mrs. Phillip Mitchell and
Mrs. Beck Wilson as hostesses

*

*

By Mn. w.?. WILLIAMS

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR Map

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
have an installation of new
officers at the meeting at the
Problems? Twit feel better * yaw get it off your chest. Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
For a perusal repty, write be ABBY: Dos No. enes, L. A.,
Group I of the First Christian
Calif. ISNII. Enclose stamped, self-ailikresoed envelope,
Church CWF will meet with
please.
Mrs_ Henry Fulton, 1216 Dogwood Drive, at ten a.m. with
Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr., in charge
of the program.

******************
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THEATRE

CONFIDENTIAL TO R. IN LA.: Forgive. 'That is the
care, for forgiveness Is the fragrance of a violet ea the beet
of the one who crushed it.

A once-a-year chance to have Vanity Fair's miraculous noshow nylon Tricopague robes at a saving 'Zip into one of
these tn-color swing shapes al home Take another along as
a perfectly packable, washable traveling companion Short
version (not shown) formerly $1400, now $1000 Both in
sizes 8-20 In Snow Jade, Navy Wildfire. Blue Ribbon or *
*
Black, all with two-color contrast banding

-Yeeninii circles of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer, 020 North 19th
Street, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
1213
Ryan,
Maurice
Dogwood, and ,Wesleyan with
Mrs. Nat Beal, 303 South 8th
Street.

Business and Professional
Women's Club will start the sale
of fire extinguishers. Call Mrs.
Betty Riley or Mrs. Frances
New Concord Homemakers
Shea.
Club will meet with Mrs. W.D.
McCtuston at one p.m.

Almo PTC will meet at seven
phi. at the school. Open house
will follow the business
meeting.

DEAR MRS. J.: I have discussed your problem with my
Plastic surgery advisor, Dr. Eugene Morton. who advises
me that every case aunt be evaluated individually. Whether it would be possible to do a reconstructive operatiou oa
you would depend upon the type of surgery you had [the
size and location of the removed tumor I. He suggests you
contact a qualified plastic and reconstructive surgeon, and
discuss it with him.

Formerly $18.00-Now $14.00

Tway. October 9
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven
p.m. with Mrs. Irene Lawrence
as hostess and Mrs. Ralph
Robertson in charge of the
program. Mrs. Clifton Harrell
will speak on her trip to The
Holy Land.

Board of Directors of Quota
Club will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Triangle Inn.

By Abigail Van Buren

.,
-VANITY FAIR,Tricopaque HOW*

•

The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Jack
Morning Circles of the First
Wilson at 7:30 p.m.
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
Dorothy Moore Circle of First follows: Alice Waters with Mrs.
Presbyterian Church will meet 0.C. McLesnore, 101 Hickory
at the home of Mrs. Olin Moore, Drive, Bessie Tucker, with Mrs.
906 North 16th Street, at 7:30 Frank Kane, 1617 Keenland,
p.m.
and Maryleona Frost at the
church to go to Kenlake.
Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
MSU Dames Club will meet in
meet in the home of Mrs. H.B. the SUB at seven p.m.
Bailey, Sr., *36 Olive Street, at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs.H.B. Bailey,
Wednesday, October 10
Jr., in charge of the program.
First Baptist Church WMU
will hold a general meeting at
Recovery, Inc., will meet at the church at five p.m.
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.

* Fri., Sat. 8 Sunday Special *

T-BONE STEAK

Murray Girl Scouts will be at
the Holiday Inn at 7:30 11,10..ft__4
all fund drive workers and GO
Scout officials.

Thursday, October 11
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of
North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at
seven p.m. with Mrs. Paul
Cunningham.

MEN AtiL wOMLN OILED Tu

Coming THUR. *

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
CAVE WOMEN BUT
WERE AFRAID TO ASK'
OR

•

Murray State .Dames Club
will meet in the SUB at seven
pm.
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COOKING
IS FUN
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EATRE

Armstrong Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
For Penny Club

Lady-like Fashion Classics
OWN

Aimo••••••
•
.1
•
Itichard Armstrong was
'Or
I ((CS! •1110WPOSICIONE
ooloNt
•
Mem for the September
AP food 1d.'o.
Penny
of the
thaatieg
COMPANY BUFFET
r— 's
•
Caponata
Club Iliad at her
Italian Bread
hone Ms the Rob Melon RoadClucken Tetuazzini
AItkiscailllig and inGreen Salad
rit their
.
Beverage lama"
Fruit Compote
trip to The My Land was
CAPONATA
presented by Mrs. Clifton
A famous Italian appetizer.
Harrell and Mrs. Brent But2 cup olive oil
tervrorth, both membami11.11111
- 2 eggplants each about 1
pound.6 ounces), unpeeled, A club.
and cut into "2-Inch cubes
Mrs_ Perry Hendon gave the
1 large onion, cut into thin
major lessoc on .11AIok at Fall
strips
Fashions For 11173-71"
2 large green peppers,
The president, Mrs. Ernest
seeded and cut into thin
presided. The scripMadrey,
strips
tire reading from Phillippians
2 ribs celery, thinly sliced
4:44 and prayer was by Mrs.
lean t 1 pound, plum
Harrel who also played the
tomatoes, drained
1 large clove gai-lisitistissid_ jam lir group singing.
,
1 teaspoon sugar
- INWilladrey reed a poem,"A
P2 teaspoons salt
-Arad For Privacy" by Mary D.
Pepper to taste
Browder.
AIR
1 cup small pimento-stuffed
A luncheon was served at
green olives, halved
noon. Other members present,
3 tablespoons capers
al3i previously mentioned, were
2 tablespoons red wine vineMrs. J.C. Kemp, Mrs. k.
in gray wool is the suit of the season, worn with a
REFINED and in sharp focus are new classic
gar
Doherty, and Mrs. Alton Cote.
4
,
heat
skillet,
12-inch
geometric print shirt and up-turned brim hat from
In a
The printed black and white wool knit
clothes.
cup of the oil; add eggplant. One visitor was Mrs. Jack jersey shirt jacket, left, is worn over a black ribbed
Frank Olive. Classic is the word for the cashmere
cook gently, stirring a few Far.
set, right, and plaid dinner skirt for evening in
twin
A kimonotrousers.
doubleknit
wool
and
turtleneck
The October meeting will be
times, until cubes cook through
of camel, also made of wool doubleknit. The
tones
wool
red
tomato
is
left,
from
second
jacket,
sleeved
but still retain their shape -- with Mrs. Brent Butterworth.
smart look combines ease and comfort in clothes
doubleknit, paired with a menswear plaid skirt and
about 10 minutes; remove with
from Hooper Associates.
a snappy fall hat by Frank Olive. A lean, shaped
a slotted spoon. To skillet add
Laytwt h, WK. 1 .),t rnone
-'ht, with nippy pleated skirt
remaining I4 cup oil and heat;
blaze- ••••••••..4
and
pepper
green
add anion
Fahlies
celery; cook gently, stirring ofFrancois
Frenchman.
The
ten, until wilted - about 10
Mission, may have been
minutes; add tomatoes, garlic,
fun at the ubiquitous
sugar, salt and pepper; cook poking
pudding when he
gently 15 minutes longer. Stir English
ui eggplant, olives, capers and wrote in MS:
"The Pudding is a Dish very
vinegar. Cover and refrigerate
oversight to allow flavors to difficult to be describ'd,
blend_ Serve as a first course, beesaistilf ilifildlkeal sorts
on salad plates with salad there are id .11E7 bake------inexpensire Kind Of Art
forks, linth .crusty Italian then in am Ooom, they bad
tread. Makes almost 1'7 them with Met, they bake
them fifty several Ways.
The home of Mrs. Isaac
guar ts.
Blessed be He That Invented
Clanton was the scene of the
Pudding,for it is a Manna that
Make a two-crust fresh fruit
September meeting of the Faith
hits the Palates of all Sorts of
pie and do not bake it Wrap
Doran Circle of the First United
down
Why
you
turn
something
design made by an artist on a
People. .Ah. whet an exBy VIVIAN BROWN
appropriately and stare in the
Women.
Methodist
like because you don't
soft metal
ceilent Thing es an English
AP Newsreatures Writer
freezer - as Wog as three
Mrs. Bun Swann, chairman,
of
the
recognize
the
name
by
armade
Pudding
are
Etchings
in
come
To
Pudding!
use,
to
Vacation-bound art lovers,
months. When ready
presided and Mrs. O.C. Wrather
artist "
tists drawing images on plates
Time, is as much as to say, to
unwrap the pie and bake
Are browse galleries for
the opening prayer.
led
a
with
instrument.
needle-like
Mame
luck
come in the most
mempandire works, will find
There are prints to please
directly from the freezer in a
The general UMW president,
imartists'
are
Woodcuts
World."
the
in
for
for
oven
prints
available
-degree
master
is
art
more
tastes
450
that
art
all
preheated
Mrs. Otis Erwin, sent a letter to
pressions on hard wood.
every pocketbook now that
of great modern artists, new
45 to 50 minutes.
the circle reminding them of the
the
but
used
is
also
Linoleum
prints are being accepted as
contemporary artists, old
district meeting in Dresden,
line may not be as fine as the
masters pop. realist and
art
Tenn., relating facts about the
woodcut.
With the fading;ampieriterhatever. And multiples - a_
one day meeting at LantbUtk
SerigraW are artists
at the PaYehedeBellogiee• vies----.• kind of graphics technique
guided
have
been
that
designs
College, Jackson, with 17
varieties
can
that
three-dimensional art
though prized
through silk fabric so that the
members from Murray atcommand big paces, good
be produced by machine may
color goes to the paper
tending, and of the general
be the newest art trend, he
prints have moved ieto vacant
beneath it
meeting for October
walls
art-laden
ments
on
corn
spots
_ 00,000. r srMrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
One problem, however, is
Well-known galleries are
hillatritieue sai Nee this
Vernon Roberts, and Miss
hanging original prints.
art terminology Jankovsky
Meadow Buie were named to
Woe Sh
costing less than $100.
points out. It confuses people '
Dwriag the mama off MAW the US.
drawings
paintings,
.
an
how
know
nominating committee to
the
alongside
not
do
Many
amends
20
lose
W
diet
Tam"
111
the
as
go
Team members
worth
watercolors
and
select a slate of new officers.
original print is different from
two wee*, That's richt - 20 ponds m 14 days! The basis of
thousands of dollars And
a reproduction.
The deVOttOn was given by
the diet is chemical fsed idiom ad was devised by a tams
"
prints of the well-known
many
An original print is a mast,
Members of Home Room A of Mrs. Mattie Parker.
Colorado aysacian especially fer We UI Sh Team_ Normal amp
in
are
contemporary artists
image the artist has put on
Crawford
F.E.
Mrs.
the Eighth Grade at Almo
is maintained (very impertant9 sib reducing Yen keep luir
the under-S200 bracket.
plate, stone or wood block for
the program on the
presented
have
School
Elementary
a
Ifs
Original prints - woodcuts,
- no starvation - became the Wet is asiped Out way
the purpose of creating a
elected officers for the school topic, "Communications,"
etchings, lithographs - are
print, he explains. It was
diet that is easy to foam, *heftier you wort. bad er stay at home
year, Ronnie Walker is teacher. taken from the study book,
by
signed
and
and
numbered
approved by the artists
This us honestly a fastabcally smxessful ifset If it weren't the
Elected were the following: "Love A New Life."
output
artists to keep the
produced in limited quantities
The group repeated The
it!
me
to
permitted
be
Tina Thompson, president; Lou
U.S. Women's Ski Team wouidal
limited.
which he signs with an edition
Ann Colson, vice-president; Lord's Prayer in unison.
"Up until now people have
So. re yourself the same kook the U.& Sli Team gets lase
number. An artist's signature
Refreshments were served by
Renee Bolen, secretary; LaDon
been warred whether prints
on the print's work greatly
weight the scientific, prows way. Eva if you've toed all the
Clanton, assisted by Mrs.
Mrs.
Ivan
out
it
points
sets
Keith
and
treasurer;
Graham,
are art,"
enhances the work
other diets, you owe it to yourself is by the U.S. Illsiam's Ski
Flora Ford, to tile ten members
of
vice-president
copies
Penny
reporter;
Starks,
Jankovsky.
inexpensive
from
apart
•
pwilds
20
isse
to
met
6
really
Team Diet That Is. if yea
Nabis Fine Arts, a group that
that he signed on stone before
Lockhart and Mark Jones, and four guests. The guests
two weeks. Order today. Tear this eel as a resider. Mrs.
reproduced
provides original prints to
are
they
game
leaders; Tammy Haley, were Mrs. James Fisher,
Mrs.
Galloway,
Morrison
Send only $3.00 ($3.25 for Rush Servicel--Casb is 0.K.galleries.
photographically.
song leader; Donnie Crouse,
Dowdy, and Mrs. Jack Wilcox.
"But the now-ides in arts,"
to: Jorma Products Co., 795 N. Highway 101 *33, Solana
People often ask why one librarian.
he continued. "is to buy the
Picasso or Miro print costs
Basch, CA 92075. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20
artistic expression you like.
more than another, and why
pounds in two weaks1 Because that's what the Ski Tarn
the poster of one artist costs
dot
will
Diet
more than another.
"If Picasso signed the work
- -baTora the painting
HURT SOY
was printed, it has less value
Dr. and Mrs. RI:WM D. Hurt
because one cannot tell how
of Rochester, Minnwellia, anmany prints were run off But
nounce the birth of a baby boy, if he signed the picture on the
Ryan Thomas Hurt, born outside, the edition is probably
One Rack of
September 18, at Mayo's Clinic limited to 50 or so...."
in Rochester.
Some classifications of art
The new father is a resident are:
2 Price
/
1
no
doctor at Mayo's Clinic and the
h4AMIMPAMICI
A reproduction is a copy of
MAIM_
Hurt's have one other Son,
is
of
It
work
art.
an
original
Richard Dale, Jr., age 2.
Grandparents are Mr. and transferred to a plate or stone
One Group
Mrs. Buford Hurt of Murray by photographic means and
are run off.
ad Mr. ad Mrs. John Ryan of reproductions
These vary in quality and
Benterton, Ohio. Great g;rand- price
ne
depending on the degree .
ints we Mrs Mazy Riy of of care
used in copying_ the ,
Walla, Mrs. Opal Hurt of original
Llama and Mrs. John V. Ryan
A copy of a painting is one
of Erie. Pa.
that an artist has copied from
an original.
VIS/T IN ST. LOUIS
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones
Original prints may be
have returned home after a visit lithographs,
engravings.
DAY:
with their daughter and family, serigraphs. etchings, wood
Mr Arid Mrs Harold Prow and cuts.
DATE
One Group
children, Stacy and Hal. While
A lithograph is more like
there Mrs. Jones was the guest drawing or painting as the
TIME
of her daughter at the PE() artist makes his design on a
Act III
luncheon and tour at Shaw's smooth surface.
PLACE
Jantzen
Garden and other places of
Engraving is a process that
on
%
there
in
a
of
ink
the
interest
leaves
furrows
Tom-Todd
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Dough Makes 'Bread'
Failohn Fischer
In his current exhibit, a
By ANN HENCKEN
huge pair of legs, baked
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - Artist around wire mesh, are priced
bronze,
John Fischer has been mynas_ at $3,000. If cast in
they are $5,000. The hands.'
in dough for years.
He's crafted museuni-pitsee encased in plexiglass boxes,
Jewelry out of pretzels, are $1,000 His "Monument," a
created bleeding loaves of tall, fat bunch of- loaves
bread and asked 1,200 people strapped together, is $2,500.
Fischer's first dough creato saw, hammer, throv; and
eat their way !trough two tons tion,' a piece of bread On a painted background, still is inof bread.
"Dough is like flesh . It's ex- tact But he doesn't think his
tremely sensual to play with. works will last forever.
At least not as long us mice
Raking is a turn-on beyond beare around
lief," said Fischer
There's nothing new about
using food as an art object.
Creetion of wedding cakes is a
deepgrained American folk
Fischer has stuck with
bread and it's far from a puton. His works have •commanded as much as $3,000. He
began 13 years ago with
prebaked loaves, attaching
B
handles to make "portable'
N
;
Jewell
NBarbaErlKN
W
bread
BEAUTIFUL, BUT
"Part of the interest was in
NOT
putting the bread in a different
One of the most beautitl
context and changing its funcis produced by a love*,
flowers
said
tion
completely,"
Fischer, who was born in • but little-known, plant-tde
Belgium and influenced by - Gloxinia. Producing flow
which range from white to d
surrealists there.
red, this plant bursts forth
exHe
into
moved
bloom in the Spring and is a s
travaganzas in the 1960s-like
to behold for any flower fano
baking a solid 100-foot loaf,
The Gloxinia is not one of
running it through an openmost easily cultivated plants.
ended oven on a conveyor belt
fact, it requires very wa
in San Antonio, Tex.
temperatures in the summer a
His latest effort is a series of
is most often exploited to its
large sculptures which will be
on exhibit at the New York
advantage vv,hen grown by
'Cultural Center this week.
professional in a greenhouse.
Among them are rich-brown
- Nothing can express yottr
textured pieces of a man's
thoughts better than flowers
torso, hands and legs
when a dear friend passes away.
an
for
hand
He'll also be on
Funeral arrangements get our
outdoor baking festival in New
very most special attention. This
York's.Central Park on Saturfinal gesture of love should carry
day to celebrate the fourth anyour message of remembrance
nual National Day of Bread.
with
great dignity. We prepare
and
outside
hard
is
"Bread
each order as it were our own.
soft inside, like people It's always been symbolic," said
Fischer.

gioa

Place half a lemon on the
shelf of your refrigerator and it
will help to absorb odors. This
keeps the refrigerator Wsisti and
odorless.

12th at Papier St,
7164IM

Tuesday.17cf esday .Thursday

DRYCLEANING
SPECIALS!
Specials Good Oct 9, 10, 11

PANTS
S
SLACK
Plain
SKIRTS
ANY 3 FOR

$ 41

COATS

Wei2ht
Wa
opens

TALBOTT
KNIT

NG"

Wednesday
October 10th
10:00 a.m.
First United Methodist
Church

SPORTS
WEAR

,4
Bells & Pleats Extra

a

RTS
SHI
Laundered
•

to Perfection
NO LIMIT'

4
each '
on
hangers.
30C each folded

Maple Street, Murray, Ky.

PLAYTEX Bra &
Girdle Sale

Town & Country
Dress Shop
E

1304 Chesthut

8:310-6:00 Daily

SINUS SUFFERERS
Mem% ...001 OM% for yowl Poskoioy MOW 1.1.11 core VISA-MAN DOCONIP•11,
imPooilty mod coollbotoody to <Maio nod door oN oosol•Won covitYol
SOW
1001A.0 pion yft. op to • boors roroof from path, toot prosoo• o4
One %no
01P5 SIWAWA$ AT bY..6.
I;
D.e
•40•4=—
ONN.NumNo goomootoe by onthor. Try.4 tooleir

introductory

Werik
G.OM

am1100

^

,'''..
;
1 7
:
:•••7
."

-

•

$150

--:-•-•-• • -:•-•-% • •

01-0.0. Pe ow.CCoE. PsoOpout owe pea

a

1.•••••••.•

Join today.
(You'll be glad you did.)
WEIGHT
WALOBSE:

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center

b-

Open 7 g.m.-6 p.m. latonday-Sat

STI4A-CLEAN I rs God

SAWA-CEA, 17 Poch Prop.

"Now available-PR UVO Cough Syrup from
the SYN A -CLE A R people."

Phone 753-9084
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ee Or Not
I Say WhatI Think-7-by S. C. VAN CUSON

"The---InilTh —of the gods- giin
slowly, but they grind exceeding

can quit after the lead facts or delve

fine."

,No other technique for gathering
and laying out news and comment
gives you this range of freedom of
ëiiice hid a system of "labels" to
make your choice .most effective
whenever you choose to exercise it,

So goes the saying.

The mills of the more "Itod-like"
decision-makers of earth, courts and
congresses, emulate _that slowness,
but that's as far as it goes. They

are human institutions and imperfect, as we'are often reminded by
'events.

,

Meanwhile there is nothing godlike •about -a newspaper.
Its presses. don't grin&'atall
they whirr exceedingly fast.
As an imperfect human institution that is also always in a hurry,

we are imperfect indeed.
Wisely, the function we serve
does not require perfection. It requires only that there be an open
marketplace for ideas and claims,
so that the truth can "emerge
triumphant" eventually.
Qurs is a helter-skelter kind of
, service that is unique, The newspaper is the supermarket of the mass
media. You can browse among the
departments of your choice, examine the labels we call headlines, and

select for yourself the items you
care about.
The reporting style, we use offers
you still another choice. You can
as much of our food-forthought as you want. You not only
can stop with the headlines, you

deeper if it suits you.

In spite of the fact that we are
always dealing with events that are
bird-on-the-wing and can't "stop
time" to do our thing as the courts,
congress, researchers, and academi-clans so often do, the record shows
that, American newspapers are
scarcely more error-prone in the
long run than those other human
institutions.
Yet our greatest virtue is that
we do not pretend to be carving
tablets of stone as they often do.

The daily newspaper, thus, with
all its sins is a unique and invaluable institution and we are proud of
the business we're in.
Naticmat Newspaper Week is a
fitting tribute to the press, but the
newspaper comes out every day, and
in this on-going service every day is
newspaper day in a practical way.
Our free and varied press may
riot' give society "final solutions" to
its problems. — but it will always
keep readers in-the thick of,things
and ABLE TO COPE.
We shall strive to keep meeting
that basic obligation.

NATIONAL NEWSPAPERNEWSPAPER WEEK

As AP News Analysis

GUEST EDITORIALS Kissinger's First Crisis Is Test-Of-Endurance
-

Mailman Can't Play Post Office
Walking a mailman's route can be a pretty dull
job. So perhaps you can't really blame Postman
Bernard Corton of Halifax, England, for trying to
te a little excitement on his route_
According to a press report, the postman decided
to make things interesting for the housewives on his
route by playing games with them.
The first game he chose was post office. From
each woman who came to the door to accept a
package in the mail, he claimed a kiss. It worked the
first two times.
But the third time, it was different. The woman
called the police and the postman was fined $60. And
he promised to play no more games. — Wichita
Falls (Tex.) Times

It also provides evidence of
the limited power of the United
States and its secretary of
state.

In the last few hours before
massive fighting erupted, Kissinger, impelled mostly by urgent warnings from the Israelis, tried to head the war off
with a flurry of cables and telephone calls to King Faisal of
__Saudi Arabia, Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin, Egyp/ Miss Patricia Overbey, Calloway County Dairy tian Foreign Minister MoPrincess, was runnerup in the First District contest hammed Hassan el-Zayyat and
_held at Fulton last night. Miss Joyce Binford of others.

- Ten Years Aga Tat*

Hickman County was crowned District Princess.
Deaths reported are Kelsie (W.K.) Holland, age
89, yesterday, Mrs. George R. Williams, age 63, and
Mrs. Esther Smith, age 77, both today.
The Calloway County High School Band, directed
by Bob Singleton, particpated in the 3rd annual
Bluegrass Marching Bands contest, sponsored by
the Mayfield Kiwanis Club.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won over
- Eastern Kentucky 20 to()in a football game and took
• over the defensive leadership in the Ohio Valley
_• Conference.

20 Years Ago Today

The effort did not succeed.
Now the United States intends to call the U.N. Security
Council into session with full
awareness that the odds
against a way being found
there to end the hostilities are
high.
Diplomatic sources noted that
in an effort to shorten them Israel has left the United States a
clear field, offering no diplomatic initiatives of its own.
But Washington probably can
count at best on only Britain
and Australia in the 15-nation
council for any pr
proposal that is
not heavily weighted against Israel.

Waylon Rayburn was selected yesterday by the
Democratic committeemen as a candidate for
County Judge to be voted on in the November
These sources expect the war
-election. The vacancy occurred with the death of to be settled in the field, the
results depending primarily on
,County Judge Hall Hood.
▪ 011is Warren, former Kentucky Highway whether Egypt can repair links
across the Suez Canal to its
.,patrolman, now with the Murray Police Departforces in the Sinai.
at
the
"Safety"
program
on
- ;tient, presented a
The war broke ut at a time
-meeting of the Murray High School PTA.
when Kissinger was conMr. and Mrs. C.E. Luter of.Meridan, Miss., are centrating on two other areasvisiting in Murray this week.
Europe and China. U.S. offiBacon is advertised at 69 cents per pound in the cials said he still intends to fly
to London this weekend for
,,Parker's Food Market ad this week.

Bible Thought For Today
I am the resurrection, and the life: he that
••: believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he
live.--John 11:25.
Death seems to be an end. Those who believe in
Christ find that death is only a doorway into a better
life. •

Isn't It The Truth!

meetings with European foreign ministers on the status of
his proposed new Atlantic Charter. And, they said, his schedWe still calls for visits to Japan
and China toward the end of
the month.
But now the Middle East
fighting must dominate his attention.
Kissinger worked at the State
Department from early Sunday
morning until late into the
night. He sought assessments
from a panel of senior foreigre
policy advisers known as the
Special Action Group. He telephoned Ambassador Dobrynin,

by Carl Riblet Jr.
• The five-cent postage stamp, the one with the
' likeness of George Washington on its face, is in short
•
pply because there is so little Call for a -stamp of
Moscow has condemned Is• .such. low denomination in these. times of 'high
raelfor the fighting, but ite -podoing
•
inflatiovris
'Out
.-potlageraterWowitlippears
sition is not entirely clear. BritSomething even more damaging to another cornish sources say the withdrawal
-,Monly,placed portrait Of the father of our country, of Soviet military advisers,
technicians and dependents
• torcing us to squeeze the dollar bill until his tongue
shortly before the war erupted
comes out.
suggests a Kremlin decision to
Inflation is repudiation.—Caivin (•oolidge

_

United States off guard.
McCloskey said Arab foreign
ministers who met with Kissingerlast week had given no indication of any plans for military action.

But, Robert J. McCloskey,
disassociate from Egyptian-Syrspokesman,
Kissinger's
ian policy.
Israeli intelligence had warn- stressed after the fighting
WASHINGTON (AP) - Hen- ed in recent days of an Arab broke out that the Arabic miliry A. Kissinger's first crisis as buildup along the Suez Canal tary- intentions appear exsecretary of state, the Middle and the cane-fire line with Syr- -M:0e in nature.
East war, is a test of his endur- ia.
- The conflict--weight—dm
ance as well as of his capacity
to focus on several major diplomatic fronts at the same time.
By BARRY SCRWEID
Associated Press Writer

Mailbag Bulletins: How
To Tell Apes From AAonkeys

,

--I--; -

The
e United States is the only country in.the wiarld where
not.___
own a
a man can keep three cars in his garage and ,
single one of them. (Bert Bacharach)
Age is creeping up when a man doesn't care what his
new stenographer looks like-just as long as she can spell.
(Steve Allen)
The Postmaster General has resigned but ft won't take
affect for a while because he sent it in by mall. ((Mile
Crawford)
As a general rule when opportunity knocks it is trying to
sell something you don't want. (Clyde Moore)The trouble with opportunity is that it always looks
better going than coming. (Weston Smith)
The closest most people come to reaching their ideal is
when they write thebikrn- b restanes.--(CFneonta,
start
It's easy to wrap a package for mailing. All you need is
paper, scotch tape, string and a wife.
I'm really not sure if studying your past mistakes helps
you to do anything except make bigger and better
mistakes. (Beryl Pfizer, Ladies Home Journal)
There is no indigestion worse than that which comes
from having to eat your own words.
Bragging may be in poor taste, but nobody expects a
man who has caught a large fish to go home through the
alley.
A sense of humor is the ability to laugh at your own jokes
when your wife tells them.
If you think you're going to be happy and prosperious by
sitting back and letting the govermnent take care of youlook at the American Indians.
The truism still holds: It isn't the people who tell all they
know who start trouble -it's the people who tell more than
they know. (Earl Wilson)

NEW YORK (AP)- Things
a columnist might never know
a he aialoes,pen his mad:
It's easy to tell an ape from a
.rnenkey. Monkeys have tails,
Apes don't.
. If you want to cut down on
your water bill, have the members of your family take more
showers, fewer baths. You use
30 to 40 gallons of water when
taking a tub bath, only about 90
to 30 gallons when you showerunless you're the wasteful type.
The Chinese language has the
most users - more than 780
million - of any major tongue
now current, according to the
National Geographic Society.
Second is English, spoken by
320 million. But it is in greater
use internationally than any
other language, including Chinese.

SPORTS
Willie Mays showed up for a role as himself in a
television show. The director asked him how he planned to
play himself. "I don't know. Just turn `those cameras on,
and if it ain't me, let me know."
The British government announced that females can
now apply to be Beefeaters. Isn't that carrying Yeoman's
Lib too far? (Bob Sylvester.).
Salisbury, Rhodesia-Increased guerrilla activity in
northeast Rhodesia has inspired a local golf club to add
two new rules. The first "allows a stroke to be played
again if interrupted by gunfire or a SWUM explosion."
The second rule requires players to examine the hole for
land mines before putting. (Salisbury Herald)
Great Yarmouth, England-The great Yarmouth
fishing contest is over, not that the fish paid much attention ot It. Organizers said today that Ian Holt. 7, caught
the only fish. It weighed 134 ounces.(London Sun
Gerona, Spain-Two fishermen frem the Costa Brava
village of Llansa caught a 332-pound dolphin with their
bare hands when stormy seas titrew the fish into their
boat, reports the official Spanich news agency Clfra.
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them of criticism at local level
A bill similar to this was
passed in the 1972 session but
Gov. Wendell Ford vetoed it on
the grounds it did not require or
provide for maintenance of the
fair cash value rule between the
four-year re-evaluations. If any
bill is introduced in the 1974
session, this rule will be
provided for in the law.
The • real villian across
property
in
Kentucky
valuations is the 1965 rollback
tax law passed in a special
session after the Court of Appeals ruling. Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt called the special
session for fear school districts
would continue to levy the top
81.50 tax rate on the 100 per cent
valuation. Prior to the 1965
ruling, the accepted rule of
thumb for assessment was one
third of fair cash value, but
there was no regulation, or it
was unused, for the Revenue
require
Department
to
equalization of property values
at the one third level.
Consequently, one county had
assessments at about 14 per
cent of fair cash value, and
other varied up to a maximum
of about 44 per cent in Jefferson
County.
The 1965 rollback law merely
transferred the inequity in
assessments to inequity in rates
across the state because the law
setting the compensating tax
rate said a taxing district could
not receive any more money
from property tax than it
received in 1965. This is how the
compensating rate was figured.
And since that time no
legislature has had the courage
to equalize the tax rate across
the state-at least a maximum
or minimum rate that may be
levied. However, this is not
within the purview of the
Revenue
Department
in
requiring the 100 per cent
assessment.

By HaT Boyle

According To Boyle

Funny, Funny World

OBSERVATIONS

By S.C. Via Curon
FRANKFORT - Property
assessment for tax purpose:
has been a hot issue in Kentuck:
ever since the Court of Appeal:
handed down its landmark
decision in 1965 for all properts
to be assessed at 100 per cent ol
fair cash value.
It may be a hot issue in the
1974 General Assembly it
Valuation .s-AdProperty
ministrators PVAs) introduce
a bill they are now considering
that will require complete reevaluation every four years.
There seems to be mixed
emotions on this bill among the
PVAs. As elected officials, they
suffer the criticism from local
property owners when the State
Revenue Department requires
reassessment, or a blanket
increase in assessments, to
bring local assessments up to
what the Revenue Department
terms as 100 per cent of fair
cash value.
Since 1965 the Revenue
Department has made a strong
effort to get assessments across
the state equalized at 100 per
cent. One of the villians in this
continual struggle is inflation
causing escalating property
values. The assessment and
valuation guide is property
sales during the year of similar
property in any community.
Only three or four counties
have not had their assessments
approved for this year, John
McD. Ross, Revenue Commissioner, said last week.
Ross says the Revenue
Department has taken no
position on any bill and does not
plan to introduce one in 1974, but
has been meeting with Property
Value Administrators and
counseling with them on their
proposed bill. At least, a bill is
in the discussion stage. The
PVAs, or at least a segment of
them, seem to think if state law
rewired_
, it would relieve

As more doctors make fewer
house calls and avoid working
at night or on weekends, many
hospital emergency rooms are
being flooded by noaemergency
cases. "We've simply become a
substitute for the family doctor," said a spokesman at the
Roosevelt Hospital here.
Do you think bees recognize
honey-bearing flowers because
thei_ said sweett Well
periments show that they first
recognize such flowers by their
color and then by their scent.
You're also wrong if you
think that Wooden Indians,
which once stood outside oldtime tobacco shops, are native
to America. Alas for our national pride, they were first
carved in England.
Quotable notables: "The
brain is a wonderful organ, It

starts wtaidng the minute you
get up in the morning, and does
not stop until- you get into the
office." - Rebell Frost,
Decisive: Mother may get to
pick the name of the baby, but
it is father who is really responsible for whether the baby
is going to be a boy or a girl.
Scientists have found that when
the male sperm and female egg
cells units, it is the genetic matrial contained in the'sperm
cell that determines the future
sex of the baby.
Executive signs: On the desk
of Joseph Bock, Pepsi-Cola official: "Don't drop the ball and you won't have to complain
how it bounces."
Worth remembering: "If you
have a good temper, keep it. If
you have a bad temper, don't
lose it."

Inequities recognized
SENATE HEAT generated over
such items in the $20.5 billion defense procurement bill as funds
for the Navy's F-14 fighter planes
and the controversial Trident submarine did not extend, fortunately, to a measure that will allow recomputation of pay for military
retirees.
Senators voted overwhelmingly
to base retirement benefits on the
higher pay scales that went into
effect last year with the push for a
volunteer defense force. The $296
million required this year — or an
estimated $16 billion over the life
span of the affected personnel —

will not increase the defense appropriation. It will require a shift
in priorities within the defense
budget, a reasonable demand in
bringing the pensions of aging retirees into the real 1973 world
its inflated liviCas.
withng-0
The Senate's amendment to the
House bill should be immune to
the bickering over more inflammatory issues certain to come in a
House-Senate conference committee.
The change in the computation
that penalizes the older retiree is
overdue.

Rights regardless of sex
THE PROPOSED 27th amendment to the U.S. Constitution has
been ratified by only 30 of the required 38 states.
It would assure the rights of
both women and men to equal
treatment under the laws, according to the United States Commission on Civil Rights.
It is just as vital in order to
eliminate sex discrimination as
the- 13th and 14th amendments
• were to the cause of mist equality, The Commission said.
Anyone who doesn't believe that
sex discrimination exists in the
laws, customs and official practites of the country simply isn't
looking at reality.

Contorted arguments have been
made against the amendment on
grounds it would eliminate legal
protections for women that now
exist in the fields of employment
and family support.
We don't think the courts-would
interpret the amendment to -eliminate such reasonable protections
entirely The state legislatures
and the Congress could amend the
laws if necessary to conform them
GmEcadment.

Friends of women who want to
keep her in a second-class legal
status are not really friends at all.
The drive for ratification must
not he allowed to falter.
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CARRYING...

The Authoritative Source For News
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Journal Star

There are really three operative
dimensions to newspaper acceptance.
Authority is one of them. The other
two are dependability and accessibility.
First let's look at the authoritative
dimension of newspapers.
It isn't surprising that the wire tapping scandal of 1973 was brought to
the surface by a group of hard-working and dedicated newspaper people.
And, perhaps the reason a newspaper
could achieve this is the fact that
newspapers are the only commercial
enterprises in the nation that enjoy the
specific protection and encouragement
of the Constitution.
Because they refuse to be intimidated by governments or special
groups? U.S. ne.wapapera.,come Hirt
when the chips are down.,.. And'
true more often when the stain are
high, as in Watergate.
The daily is the basic source of
intelligence for the involved people
of the community. According to Dr.
Said Ben-Zonc-cal Creative Research
Associates, the thought leaders in the
community are "print addicts". They
keep large quantities of printed
material in their homes and spend a

great deal of time reading.
More important is their attitude regarding what is a fact. To them a
fact is not really legitimate until it is
written down. More than other people
they trust written commitments and
distrust oral commitments. And the
psychology of this type of person has
significance for the newspaper advertiser as well as the news editor.
Since the newspaper is their basic
source of information the "positiveinvolved" people of the community
look forward to prompt and dependable delivery of the news.
Dr. Ben-Zeev even refers to the
"withdrawal symptoms" people experience if they are deprived of their
printed news source.
The best way to illustrate the importance of a newspaper's dependability is to imagine a day when the 30
or mane reporters and writers of a
major paper gather, wedg and produce the news for a 60 page paper, the
advertising sales representatives bring
in their welcomed 60 to 65 percent of
the content and the production department runs off 200,000 plus copies. . .
but there's no one on the dock to pick
up the papers, no one to take them out
to the neighborhoods, no carriers to
deliver them to the subscribers, no

street vendors to hawk the headlines.
You can see that the entire day's
work of hundreds of professional people has been completely wasted.
To quote the tough-minded circulation manager in a play called "The
Great Guy" by Roswell Rogers, "A
late newspaper is no newspaper at all.
You can run off five million copies of
a paper, but that paper doesn't exist
until it's in the hands of a reader. And
that's why this department is the blood
stream of the whole works. It's the
circulation!"
Finally, and of considerable in,portance, is the element of accessibility
to the daily newspaper.
Radio and television news is like an
assembly line. You either catch it
while its going by, or you're out of
luck. While broadcast news is sequential newspaper news is accessible. les
a smorgasbord of information avail- ,
able once, or many times and available
whenever the i'Veder wants it.
These are reasons why the newspaper business is one of the healthiest
parts of our modern economy and will
continue to grow and prosper so long
as it continues to meet the obligations
and responsibility of delivering the
news objectively, in great detail, on
time and in an interesting way.
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The remarkable thing about newspaper advertising is the way it
works. Nobody is forced to read a newspaper, and nobody is forced
to read a newspaper ad. But the fact is that nearly everybody does.
Indeed, newspaper advertising commands such response that
advertisers last year invested $7 billion to insert commercial
messages in daily newspapers. This was nearly as much as advertisers put into radio, television and magazines combined.
So the messages must be getting through. And this is happening
not merely because they interest and attract the reader, but
because the reader goes looking for them. And that is one of the
most important points we can make about newspaper advertising.
Readers like it, want it, neea it, and use it — all of their own free
Without advertising, how would the consumer go about exercising his many choices of goods and services in the marketplace?
Where would he find them? How would he evaluate them?
Whether the reader uses the newspaper to prepare a shopping list
before going to the supermarket or clips the automobile ads before
visiting a dealer's showroom,, the principle is the same. The
newspaper is a market - a free market - where the customer shops
before he shops in the store or showroom.
The newspaper is an information package and each individual
seeks in it the things that are important to his needs, his interests
and his way of life. This includes the information he gets from
advertising as well as from the editorial offerings of news and
opinion.
We know certain facts about the readership and usage of
newspapers and newspaper advertising from our research efforts.
Each person who reads the paper, for example, goes through it at
his own pace. He looks at it page by page; his eyes scan the pages,
and he decides for himself what he wants to read and what he wants
to pass by.
The newspaper is a habit so intertwined with our daily lives that
those who read it tend to read it every day. Over the course of five
weekdays, the average reader reads 4.3 daily newspapers, and
spends from 30 to 40 minutes with each paper .
On the typical weekday, more than 100 million Americans read a
daily newspaper. And they read the newspaper so thoroughly that
the total number of pages they look at, laid end to end, would
measure well over a million miles. On the typical weekday, more
Americans read a daily newspaper than drink a cup of coffee (88
million) or go to work (77 million or drive a car (70 million.
Each reader decides for himself how much time and energy he
will devote to reading his daily paper. And since the daily
newspaper is not free, the reader must decide for himself whether
or not to buy it. Last year, readers in the United States and Canada
spent $3.1 billion for their daily papers.
The surn of all these statistics is a tribute to the ability of the daily
newseeper to serve a broad range of needs and interests for each
. _
Ihrbvidual .
._
We know that readers are continually seeking information from
the;!eill tes R^.11 frotli what we
'advertising ouch Les:anise
observe about their actions. The same process of inquiry tells us
how they seek it.
For example, in experiments involving the use of eye cameras,
we have been able to observe how readers exercise their freedom to
read or not to reed. These experiments found that the eye in

Every year someone some- . . a very likely outcome when As a private corporation, how circulation department has •
where proclaims Newspaper the cause is just.
ever, it owes its owners a rea- great deal in common with civic
The newspaper.
,by ita nature, sonable profit, its employees institutions such as the
Week and'netrigiapara large and
YMCA.
is
in
a
better
position
to
keep
the good wages and fringe benefits schools and churches. The
small participate in some
scanning the newspaper page had looked at nearly twice as much
measure or other . . . usually public informed than any other both owners and employees s. YMCA develops physical skills,
as the brain could later recall having seen. The forgotten items something routine and not toe news esetiiiini. Nowa broad- good
chance, for continued ex- better health,_ physical disci,were evidently scanned and discarded as not being worthy of the much trouble. Occasionally casts on radio and TV are nec- istence and future growth.
line. A newspaper route deessarily
short
due to entertainsomething extra is thrown in.,
reader's attention.
The editorial department '
ment programming. In many the newspaper's leader in ful- velops many • of these same
with
toward
gaining
an
eye
The role of self interest is clearly shown by the fact that real
characteristics also. But if large
special attention in an upcom- cases, only the major headlines filling the newspaper's role as
numbers of participants in Y
prospects for a product, those who buy it often and find its use
covered
are
in
an
average
broading contest. Still, participation
a public servant. Advertising programs prove mediocre or fail
pleasant and interesting,ltre twice as likely as other readers to is more of a duty like Mother- cast. Newspapers also offer inis the key to the newspaper's to measure up, the Y will still
revert seeing and looking for ads.
hood, apple pie and the Ameri- depth background material and continued existence and growth go
on. If the same thing hair.can flag, Too much enthusiasm relateeLatories_beyond the aver- through selling space. Here
pens to a carrier force, the
laughed
at.
Suili
may get you
age TV programming other aga n, -however -the twin go
newspaper will lore money and:
an attitude is unfortunate.
than a few of the "specials". of revenue and of informing may even go under..
Nobody will deny that news- Even more, the newspaper is the public (of merchandise and
The newspaper has si great
papers play an important itole available in the reader's home goods available for sale) overdeal in common with the schools.
in the American way of life. at any time of the day to be lap.
The school teaches young people
Freedom of speech, and by im- read at his convenience. This
Successful advertising and reading, writing and arithmetic,
plication, freedom of publica- can't be said of electronics sales depend on circulation. Ad- fogic
and citizenship. Newstion, is a major part of the which have specific news broad- vertising rates are based en- papers
teach carriers salesmanBill of Rights. Newspapers are casts separated by hours Of en- tirely on the large numbers of ship,
good business habits, defirst
sign
quick to yell at the
homes reached by the news- pendability and more. If a
tertainment.
of government infringement on
paper . . . or the job done by
this sacred right. So far, newsthe circulation department. If carrier fails, he antagonizes the
papers have even been able to
a newspaper loses large num- people on his route and may
stay free of such government
bers of subscribers for any rea- lose them as customers forever.
regulations as the FCC, which
son, the paper is obligated to
unfortunately plagues'the -telelower its advertising rates,
The role of the church is to
vision industry, including their
creating a loss of revenue. Or
teach morals, honesty and a
news programming.
the newspaper will not be patproper standard of character deFreedom of the press is a
ronized by large numbers of
velopment. A newspaper route
major concern of the editorial
advertisers if the coverage is
does the same, stressing
departments and the publisher's
too small.
honesty, business development,
office more than of anybody
It is advertising revenue that
and
fair play.
more
on
a
affects
them
else. It
makes a newspaper operate Ind
So newspapers are in the
day-to-day basis. No one can
show a profit regardless of the
youth development area in a
say that they drinl- take this
small prices charged for deWe've had other measures of how readers gravitate toward
big way . . . in a vital way.
right seriously. In return for
Newspapers offer a more im- livery. It's the advertisingl
advertising that interests them In' one of these, some readers their freedom to write and pubNewspapers have to do it and
mediate delivery of important revenue that pays the salaries do it well because the newsreceived papers with one of the ads missing - just white space
of
the
extra
reporters
and
news _than
available throsigh
paper itself and all it stands for
where the ad had been. From follow-up questioning it was found lish the editorial sections of the
tors who provide the public with
in the community depends on it.
newspapers have evolved into news magazines and there is no
the editorial safeguard and the
that more than three-quarters of the women readers (76 percent)
If carriers were to be outsomething special to the Ameri- comparison between a wellwhose papers included a dishware ad recalled seeing it. But less can public. Newspapers are the edited newspaper and the news right to know. Advertising and lawed tomorrow, chances are
the
newspaper's
public
role
are
than one-quarter of the women (22 percent) who received papers watchguard for the public's in- delivery of outdoor signs, yellow
that the creative minds at the
intertwined. Both depend on
various newspapers would fitid
terest. Through such examples pages or any other printed
with this ad omitted could remember the white space.
the circulation department to
another solution .
. indeed,
as the Pentagon Papers, the medium.
Newspapers, more than any do their jobs.
some newspapers already have.
The freedom to pick and— se,to &lade what to read and what Watergate issue or the My Lai
newspaper other medium, deliver the founThe newspaper exists and But the change over for ibe
to pass over becomes all the morelniportant as individuals face massacre, it is the
Industry that provides the dig- dation for a free choice to the thrives because it reaches peo- newspapers using carriers today
greater and greater demands on their time More than half of all
ging, the persistent investiga- American public . . . the choice ple . . . people in homes, on a would be slow and expensive,
women in the ages 18 through 64, for example, are now in the labor tion, the stubbornness in get- of knowing what is going on regular basis and in large num- creating a whole new cost ,fes.
force. Their multiple roles as wives, mothers, homemakers and ting and publishing the facts throughout the world each day bers. That is where the circu- service picture and the chance
for reduced services.
workers call for a pace that was not, required of previous regardless of who they hurt. . . with adequate quantities lation department comes in.
The hundreds of newspapers of information and background
So this year, as the nation
The circulation department
generations
and thousands of first class in- material to provide a meaning- does a variety of jobs ranging takes a week to pay its respects
vestigative reporters available ful decision.
from mail delivery, to street to the newspaper industry, and
And in all walks of life there is a great expansion of activity as
But again, these activities, sales and newsstand operations. the role it plays in the Anierito jump on any hint at wronginterests increase and horizons widen under the stimulus of rising doing provide an effective brake while important, are more the
But for the largest majority of can dream, it behooves all to
incomes and higher educational levels. All this leads to a greater on big government, big business function of the editorial de- newspapers in the United stop just a minute and take note
dependence on media for the information needed to make in- or any group conspiring against partment than of any other.
States, the primary circulation of some of the unsung heroee
Without circulation, however, building programs are depend- that make it all possible
. the
. because the
the public .
telligent buying decisions
carrier at the bottom of the
newspapers will bripg their the editorial department is ham- ent upon a carrier force.
activities to the light of day in strung. The secret to informing
Probably nowhere else in the management ladder on who.
and
influencing
public"
opinion
public
to
act.
for
the
time,
business
world can there be salesmanship, service and timidMeanwhile, there is an inforniation explosion as people demand
is in being first with the news. found businesses which' rely on ness sense One whole multito know more about the goods they buy *nil business responds to the . Tice newspapers are the final
A daily newspaper is unique 12*-14 year -old -boys and girls millipn dollar newspaper indilsappeal. If satisfaction can't be
Geed to increase its communications with its customers.'
obtained through the courts or among institutions. It is both a for their existence. Even more try rests, and the district manAll this increases the value to the reader of the essential freedom by appeal to government ablie- aerviisit. • palskie
these bc.;v snit-gorla don't agers, zone managers,:and staff
offered him by newspaper advertising - that is • the freedom to read leaders, a person can still take and • private corporation. As • even work for the newspaper. men who keep the carrieea'
public utility, it has an obliga- They are independent business- going, training them, TnotiVaias he pleases so that he can organize his life in accordance with his his cause to a higher court .
tion to the public to investigate, men.
ing them and helping develiip
the American public, th
own needs. Isn't that what freedom of choice is all about?
advertising, or by interesting publish and to set an example by 'his means that the newspaper the character of tomorrosi's
leaders in the process.
the newspaper industry itself taking a stand on major issues.
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Ely STEVE W. GIVENS
With the night's hard hitting and tough groundwork apparently
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
taking its toll, players on both sides started swinging.
MARTIN, Tenn. — With its offensive machine caught in the
A UTM player seemed to have started the chaos when he shoved
muck of a strong University of Tennessee-Martin defense,
a Racer following the touchdown play. Both benches emptied as
-Murray Stoke:lei Don Clayton's legs do the driving for a 21-10 win
officials and coaches attempted to halt at least four groups of
over the fired-up Pacers Saturday night.
players.
racked
he
as
did
junior
And drive is what the big 6-2, 197 pound
When order was restored, a bad snap from center forced MSU
up two touchdowns and 134 total rushing yards as the Racers keep
holder-reserve quarterback Mike Hobbie-to fire a hurried, pass to
their unbeaten string- alive at 4-0-0 after trailing 10-0 seconds
tight end Bill Farrell who caught it in the end zone. An illegal
• •.
before halftime.
receiver downfield cost the •Racers the two points, but MSU
The win was the first tor MU on the-read following three
conversion specialist Don Wright's boot made it 21-10 which stood
straight victories in spacious Roy Stewart Stadium and gave
the remainder of the game.
for
1961.
to
back
dating
series
the
in
advantage
Murray a 6-4-1
early ia..the first canto, neither team could crack the
Back
It was a surprisingly low scoring contest due to the hard hitting
"seiireboard as there were four exchanges by each side on timeof both teams in what has grown to be a fierce backyard rivalry
consuming drives.
for the two schools.
DeLoach took the UTM opening kickoff deep in his own territory
t"flkl dominated the first half, nearly shutting out an offense
and returned to the 21 where the Racers started. But a hardwhich had gained 1,286 yards in three games, but Murray turned
charging Pacer defense forced a punt despite a Pandolfi-Engel
the table on the hosts in the final two quarters by limiting them to
completion for eight yards.
only 34 yards total offense.
Swapping the ball for series of downs, the Pacers recorded the
With MSU trailing 10-7 in the second half, Clayton showed the
games first score with 14:15 left to go in the first half after marform which earned him the OVC's Offensive Player of the Week
ching 53 yards in 15 plays. Using the power running of junior
award against Morehead seven days ago. Starting on his own 26,tailback Marvin West and junior fullback Hugh Barbee, Pacer
he drove up the Pacer middle for 11 yards on three plays, then
quarterback Danny Walker moved his squad from its own 43 to
quarterback Tom Pandolfi hit tightend Willie DeLoach on a 13the 24. Johnny Brundige then booted a 24 yard field goal to move
yard pass play for a Racer first down at the 41.
UTM out front 3-0.
Clayton sandwiched another six yard gallop between a nine
Following the kickoff, Clayton, hit by a jolting tackle, had the
yard Pandolfi throw to fullback Jim Engel and an option run by
jarred loose and the hosts recovered on the Pacer 47. Aided
ball
27.
UTM
the
on
ball
the
spot
to
yards
five
for
quarterback
the MSU
face mask penalty, the Pacers moved from MSU's 49 to the
a
by
On a fourth down play, Clayton took an option pitchout from
34 where Mickey Hamilton's 52 yard field goal effort fell short.
Pandolfi and sprinted through the Pacer line for 22 yards and a
Once again the Racers generously gave the Pacers a got,
score behind a vital block by wide receiver Scotty Crump. Murray
deep in their own,territory on the 15 yard line.
fumbling
lead them by four points with 1:30 remaining in the third canto
West, who finished the game as the top Pacer rusher with 44
and never trailed again.
yards in 18 carries, galloped for six, five, and four yards for the
` The Pacers grabbed the ball following the kickoff and found the
1973 UTM touchdown in an opening half when he pounded
first
going tough as they were Jorceif to-Punt four downs later. MSU,
over the goal with 8:26 to go in the half.
however, could not generate on the attack either and had apMurray State outgained the Pacers 276-155 in total offensive
parently lost the ball when a 15 yard clipping penalty against the
as Clayton's 134 rushing were by far tops for both squads
yardage
hosts gave them possession at the UTM 41.
With a Pandolfi pass slipping past Crump's outstretched. and Pandolfi's nine of 18 for 104 yards easily beat the two UTM
quarterbacks' 21 yard total.
fingers, the Racers were forced again to kick. The next time they
Steve Martin enjoyed one of his better nights in punting four
•home.
the
on
punt
UTM
a
received the ball, Don Dieken fielded
times for an average of 39.8 to overshadow UTM's seven boots for
team's 40 and returned it to the 27 where the Racers took over.
a 32.6 figure.
Pandolfi first fired to DeLoach for eight and then galloped
Still deadlocked for the OVC lead with Western Kentucky's, 2-0through heavy traffic himself for six tough yards and a first down
0 slate the Racers journey to Murfreesboro. Tenn. next Saturday
on the 19 yard line. He handed off to workhorse Clayton who
for a 2 p.m. game with Middle Tennessee University's Blue
racked up nine more markers in the next two downs before Engel
Raiders for a key contest of MSU's three team roadtrips.
took the ball to the one. Engel then carried over left tackle to
0...7..7..7-21
Murray State
score with 5:44 remaining in the contest.
UT'M
0..10..0..0-10
And everything exploded on the field

"That was
half I've eve
burgh Steele
Noll said.
Harland S
Diego Chatg
the same thin
first half.
In those fi
their Nations
game, the St4
points while
scoreless.
So Noll de
first-stringer
with substitul
come close tc
but it threw
Steelers.
They kept
tainted with
Two other In
feet as well.
Rams riding
point passing
over the Hoti
Minnesota V
a pair of earl
and turning
downs en rot
over the Lio,
unbeaten tea
boys, face

VO

MURRAY STATE'S Don Clayton runs over would-be Martin tacklers in action Saturday night. The Racers won the game 21-10
after a slow Murray first half.

Oakland Proves
Birds Not Perfect

-

We have to win two out of three
now, and so do they."
Weaver. who didn't even
have to use one of his fow 20game winners while beating the
A's in the 1971 playoffs, can't
match Oakland in that regard
for the next two games, at least.
Left-hander Ken Holtzman
was to start for Oakland in today's game, 3:30 p.m. EDT,
against Baltimore lefty-444w
Cuellar, an 18-game winner
during the regutar-seasilt -- Lefty Vida Blue, who was
knocked from the mound in the
first inning of Saturday's opener, has been named by Williams to start game No. 4.
Weaver said he would stick
with his original plans to pitch
young Doyle Alexander in the
fourth game. While Alexander
won just 12 during the regular
season, one of those was a onerun, complete game victory
TENNIS
over the A's.
national
Women's
Professional
OSAKA. Japan — Top-seeded
The Orioles out-homered the
Ken Rosewall of Australia won Tennis Tournament.
As 18-16 during regular season
Ed—
FORT
Tex.
WORTH,
the men's singles title in the
series, won by Oakland 7-5, but
$25,000 Osaka Open Tennis die Dibbs won the singles
of those hit by the A's
five
Championships by defeating Ja- championship of the $50,000
came off Dave McNally, who
Fort
Worth
Colonial
National
pan's Toshiro Sakai 6-2, 6-4.
was rapped for four more on
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Billie Tennis Tournament by defeatSunday.
Jean King overpowered Nancy ing Brian Gottfried 7-5, 6-2, 6-4.
Third baseman Sal Bando
QUEBEC — Jimmy Connors
RACER coaches Bill Furgerson, right, and BM Hine are intent Gunter 6-3, 6-1 to capture the
slammed two drives into the
Belleville,
of
defeated
Ill.,
Marfirst prize in the $40,000 Interon the action in the first half Saturday at Martin.
ty Riessen of Evanston, Ill., 6-1, left field bleachers, after being
6-4, 6-7, 6-0 to win the singles robbed on his previous at bat
final in the $50,000 Quebec Open when Al Biunbry reached high
above the fence to pull down an
tennis tournament.
Lord Killanin, IOC president,
apparent homer.
VARNA, Bulgaria (API — ations, who pressed for changes
AUTO RACING
Solo homers also were hit by
Big reforrns could be made in at the Otympie Congress which said buoyantly,"We once more
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. — Bert Campaneris and Joe Rudi,
the Olympics before the 1876 preceded the IOC session, left have the Olympic movement in
hand. I think we were on a Ronnie Peterson of Sweden as the A's scored all but one of
looking much happier. -------Games in Montreal.
scored a wire-to-wire victory in
Tom Keller, former Swiss pretty slippery rein."
The International Olympic
their runs on round-trippers.
the U.S. Grand Prix, holding
that
promised
has
Killanin
grouping
a
heals
who
oarsman
today
Committee, dispersing
Campaneris, with just four
after meeting at this Black Sea of international sports feder- the eligibility rule, defining who off James Hunt of England. regular season homers, concompete
may
and
Twenty-nine-year
amateur
an
is
-old Francois
eNit t, is ready to idol m basic ations, said as he left, "We got
nected on the second pitch from
principles sacred since Baron what we wanted." He said the in the Olympics, will be Cevert was killed when his car McNally. Rudi and Bando hit
redefined next year.
crashed into a steel barrier
de Coubertin of France founded IOC, while maintaining final
back-to-bac homers leading off
For the first time, women are during a practice run.
the modern Olympics 80 years Olympic authority, is expected
the sixth, and Bando socked anto consult closely in the future to be elected to the IOC. Tradi- Yarborough drove his Chevy to other.in the eighth after an inago.
tionally it has been an all-male victory by finishing in front of(
Di runtled s rts feder- on major decisions
field hit by Campaneris.
group, studded with royalty and Richard Petty by two seconds in
Oakland starter Jim "Catbluebloods.
the 14th annual National 500.
fish" Hunter was touched for a
During the 20-year presidency
run in the opening inning, and
of Avery Brundage, diehard
thcn retired 14 consecutive batguardian of Olympic ideals laid
ters before issuing a fifth in(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
down by de Coubertin it
ning walk.
INC
SERVICES,
PRINTING
WINCHESTER
Would
ever
OF
nothing
seemed
DIVISION
A
Hunter, who beat the Orioles
change.
three times without a loss durWhen Killanin took office last
ing the 1973 season, allowed a
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
year, he promised reforms, and
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
tainted run in the sixth when
now they are on the way.
PRINTING AND
Campaneris failed to hear
Camera Ready Copy Only.
The M Club will have its Mangual call for a high fly in
DUPLICATING
regular weekly meeting tonight short center and it went for a
LEXINGTON. Ky. ( AP
(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the run-scoring dciuble after they
Kentucky, one of the first Triangle Inn.
collided.
sjates to grant 18-year-olds the
Special guests will be several
After the second out. Hunter
right to vote, has now become of the outstanding players of the
issued ars intentional walk to
the second state to grant them Murray State "University
Brooks 'Robinson .and then rethe right- to wager at the race- football team in their victory
-tiredikibby Grich on a fly ball.
track.
over the University of TenBonk. Fingers-relieved Front_Under a role.diarige adopted nessee., Martin,fx.turday night.
,
.727
ZWE:.
er in the etghlivlallowirig sinby the Kentucky State Racing
MSU Coach Bill Furgerson gles by Tommy Davis and WilCommission Saturday, 18-yea r- will review highlights of the
liams. Fingers yielded a runolds will be able to place pari- game and give a scouting report
scoring single by Robinson, but
mutuel wagers at Kentucky's at the meeting.
after walking (lrich to load the
five
thoroughbred racing tracks
All M Club members are bases, he got pinch hitter Don
50441 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4462
starting next month with the urged to attend, a club
MURRAY. KENTLIEISI, 42071
Baylor on a grounder to CampChurchill Downs fall meet.
spokeynan said.
aneris.
evened the series at one game
apiece. "We're in pretty good
shape.
"We're going back to our own
park, and we have two 20-game
row at them."
winner
I Weaver of the
Manage
ving suffered his
Orioles,
first playoff defeat afer 10 consecutive victories, found it hard
to fathom that being 1-1 was a
disadvantage.
"Unless the second game
means more than the first
one," he said, "we're still even.

Sports In Brief

Reform May Be In Store For Olympics

Fast Print Copy Center

Furgerson
To Appear
At NV-Club

Ste
.--Ar
By BRU
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By GORDON BEARD
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND AP) — The Oakland Athletics, having proved
the Baltimore Orioles aren't invincible in American League
playoff competition, return
home today with confidence
they can win the current bestof-five series.
"I think we have the advantage now," Oakland manager
Dick Williams said. after' a
home run barrage gave the A's
a 6-3 victory Sunday and

PAGE SEVEIN

TEMPERS FLARED late in the fourth quarter Saturday night in the Murray StateXTM game
after, reportedly, a lick was thrown after the whistle blew ending official play. Don Clayton was
sidelined after the incident but returned later.
Staff Photos by Tom Williams

Nidcraus Taices Big Tourney.Lead
By GEORGE STRODE . over. Fortunately, I had this champion.
Associated Press Sports Writer event."
Even so, Nicklaus seemed
KINGS MILLS, Ohio ( AP I—
Weiskopf, playing with Nick- like a cinch to earn a $25.000
The competitive fire still smol- laus, jokingly said, "It wasn't
victory, his sixth this year and
dered in Jack Nicklaus, mo- that much fun to watch. It was
50th of his career. The triumph
ments after his nine-under-par a fantastic round, especially on
would move him past the idle
62 matched his best round in 12 a long course like this."
Bruce Crampton in the 1973
pro golf tour years.
Weiskopf,
The competitive
money-winning lead.
"Obviously, I'd love to attack enjoying his greatest pro seaThe round matched his comthe course again," said the son, refused to concede, howpetitive lows shot twice in Ausgame's greatest shotmaker ever.
Sunday after mounting the
"I don't feel it's over. I feel I tralia, once at the Sahara and
Largest 54-hole lead of the 1973 can shoot 63. It's a million-to- once in the World Cup. Nickone shot. There's not enough laus had a 59 in an exhibition
season.
Nicklaus knew better. His 14- ocids5 But I've got to go out over the short Breakers course
under-par 199, fashioned on the with the idea I can win," said in Palm Beach, Fla., this
eourse•-he half owns, sent him the tall, erect British 11.•n spring.
nine shots up on New Zealander
John Lister, who had 67 and
208.
"My main objective tomorrow," the Golden Bear said, "is
to win the tournament. If 75 is
all it takes without chances,
that's what I want to shoot."
Another stroke back at 209 on
the-Nicklaus Golf Center layout
was Lee Trevino. The merry
Mexican had a third-round 69.
Then came Rod Curl and
Tom Weiskopf at 210, J. C.
Snead at 211 and Andy North
Attention all P.C.A. Stockholders
and Tom Watson at 212. All
came in with 70t on the wet,
6,915-yard layout in the South40th Annual Stockholders Meeting to be held at the
western Ohio hills.
Calloway County High School Cafeteria Tuesday night,
Nicklaus' round of 10 birdies
and one bogey bettered the sevat 7:00
en-shot lead Hale Irwin had
after 54 holes in the Heritage
A meal will he served ta all members, their families and
five weeks ago.
guests. Following will be a short business meeting and
He birdied six of the first
election _of a Director from this office. Door Prizes will
seven holes, including five in a
conclude program.
row, and turned the front side
We urge ALL Members to attend
in 30, six under. His birds on
the back nine came at 10, 11, 16
and 18 -against a lone bogey at
17.
"I ,only hit two bad shots::
Nicklaussaid. "I slipped on my
tee shot at nine. I just put a
bad swing on my setpartii-sitoi at
17."
The blonde Ohioan said his
game reached high gear in the
307 North 4th
Ryder Cup matches last month.
Murray.Ky.
"That's.a great time of year
753-502
to_start playing your best," he
said. "Here the golf se son is
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Steelers Rustle
.Another-Vicer

Western Convinces
W. afroiina, 45:7

By BRUCE LOWITT
Washington tonight.
Associated Press Sports Writer
In other NFL action Sunday,
New Orleans surprised Chicago
••That was the longest second 21-16, Miami mangled the New
half I've ever been in," Pitts- York Jets 31-3, Green Bay
burgh Steelers' Coach Chuck edged the New York GiaMs 16Noll said.
14, Cleveland dumped CincinHarland Svare of the San nati 17.10, New England beat
Diego Chargers could've said Baltimore 24-16, Buffalo
the same thing...about Sunday's squeezed past Philadelphia 27first half.
26, San Francisco 49ers topped
In those first 30 minutes of Atlanta 13-9, Oakland defeated
their National Football League St. Louis 17-10 and Kansas City
game, the Steelers rolled up 38 trimmed Denver 16-14.
points while holding San Diego
In the Pittsburgh-San Diego
scoreless.
game, Terry Bradshaw and
So Noll decided to give his Terry Hanratty each threw
first-stringers a rest and go touchdown passes to Ron
with substitutes. It didn't really Shanklin. Bradshaw first hit
come close to costing the game, Shanklin on a 12-yhrd TD pass
but it threw a scare into the and later scored himseif from
Steelers.
one yard out. After a Roy GeThey kept their record un- rela field goal, safety Mike
tainted with their 38-21 victory. Wagner set up another touchTwo other teams remained per- down, returning an interception
fect as well, the Los Angeles 23 yards to the Chargers' nine.
Rams riding John Hadl's pin- Steve Davis scored from the
point passing to a 31-26 triumph one four plays later. Hanratty
,(ver the Hotiston Oilers and the then replaced Bradshaw and hit
Minnesota Vikings jumping on Shanklin with a 37-yard pass.
a pair of early Detroit mistakes
The Chargers scored three
and turning them into touch- touchdowns on Dan Fouts' 13downs en route to a 23-9 victory yard pass to Jerry LeVias and
over the Lions. The only other short runs by Clint Jones and
unbeaten team, the Dallas Cow- Robert Holmes in the fourth peboys, face the Redskins in riod.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Undefeated Western Kentucky found itself trailing on
the scoreboard for the first
tome this season. But as wide
receiver Porter Williams put it:
•"We didn't panic."
"We felt all we had to do was
play our game," said Williams,
after he stepped in to catch
eight passes for 159 yards and
a touchdown to boost his squad
to a convincing 46-7 victory
over Western Carolina. "They
never doubled up on me and I
just seemed to be in the right
place at the right time."
Western Carolina led 7-3 after
the First period, but the Hilltoppers sent in signal-caller
Leo Peckenpaugh, who fired
scoring tosses to Jim Ivey and
Jim Wafzig to put his squad
back on top.
."We worked all week for
some way to beat them passing," said Peckenpaugh, who
alternated the quarterback slot
with Dennis Tomek, and still
completed 11 of 21 hurls for 139
yards.
In other action involving Kentucky colleges, Eastern Kentucky edged Middle Tennessee
29-28 in Ohio Valley Conference
play; Gardner-Webb downed
Georgetown 36-6; Lincoln beat
Kentucky State 13-7; -Morehead
edged Austin Peay 23-22; Murray moved past Martin (Tenn.)

Vols Top Kansas
in Cliffhanger
21-10

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. to Tinker Owens, leading the
Associated Press Sports Writer Sooners to a 24-20 triumph.
On a weekend when numerTom Shuman passed 38 yards
Trigg County game Friday
ous running backs galloped like to Gary Hayman and John CapMURRAY HIGH majorette hek Morton struts during halftime of the
Secretariat across the gridiron, pelletti—who ran for 187 night during Homecoming festivities. The Tigers dropped the game,74.
Staff Photo by David Hifi
the biggest run of all was yards—scored from four yards •
starting
stopped shcirt...after
out 34 seconds later, pacing No.
out as a pass.
7 Penn State over Air Force 19In a battle of college football 9. Cappelletti ran eight yards
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
teams, Tennessee was shredded for another touchdown in the
Cincinnati Reds rolled to 17
for 394 yards through the air by third quarter.
more regular-season victories
Eighth-rated Notre Dame led
David Jaynes of Kansas, but
the New York Mets, but
than
at
forced the Jayhawk quar- Michigan State by 14 points
their National League playoff
terback to keep the ball himself the half, but needed Mike
season was tied at one win
when he tried to find a receiver Tovnisend's fourth-quarter inapiece as it switched to Shea
for a twopoint conversion pass terception to turn back the
Stadium here today.
with 3:15 left. Jaynes was Spartans 14-10.
The Mets, who underwhelmed
and
twice
line,
scored
goal
the
Miley
of
Mike
stopped short
Fast Division with an 82-79
the
enabling the ninth-ranked Vois Louisiana State's defense
squared the best-of-five
record,
to hold on for a UM victory.
scored on a blocked punt as-the
series Sunday at Cincinnati
whipped
Tigers
10th-ranked
Jaynes completed 35 of 58
with a 5-0 triumph. The remainpasses—school records—for Florida 24-3.
games will be played here.
ing
Besides Miami, three other
three scores and his yardage
Lefty Jon Matlack, a 19-yearTen
Second
The
,of
members
total was seven short of his
old minor leaguer -when- the
also lost. Oklahoma State,
own KU mark.
Miracle Mets won the World
The other members of The ranked 11th, fumbled two punts
Series in 1969, fired a masterful
both
turned
Tech
Texas
and
Associated Press Top Ten had
JACKSON, Miss. (AP)—Son- his Wildcats, he felt Collins was opening quarter, once in the two-hitter in the Mets' win Sunit easier than Tennessee.. but into touchdowns en route to, a ny_Collins ran away with the
outstanding and should iget the• second and once in the fourth day.
some didn't have it easy.-- --- -30-7 upset. John Moseley'
-The day before Mets. hurter
on runs MI seemed- to- explode
ball so the Kentucky Wildcats game ball.
15
No.
iced
return
punt
yard
Ohio State
Top-ranked
through the Bulldog line. No- Torn Seaver set a NL playoff
agreehim
keep
let
to
unanimous
decided
was
There
over
triumph
17-7
trimmed Washington State 27-3 Missouri's
body seemed to touch him on record with 13 strikeouts but
Collins, a 194-pound soph- ment among the players.
as Archie Griffin and new full- No. 19 Southern Methodist. In- omore halfback, pierced Misstill lost on a ninth-inning
Mississippi State Coach Bob two of them.
West
20
No.
off
knocked
diana
back Bruce Elia split • four
11 yards for the first homer by Johnny Bench.
for 229 Tyler concurred in the verdict:
went
He
defenses
State's
sissippi
Jones
Willie
touchdowns while slick quarter- Virginia 2844 as
for yards and four touchdowns Sat- Coffins is-a real fine -football .--tally,..four plays after the Wild
back Cornelius Greene ran and comp1eted-1 -61 19 paSSes
urday night in leading Ken- player. I don't know his time cats recovered a fumble at the
more,
51
for
ran
and
yards
120
passed the Cougars dizzy.
tucky to a 42-14 upset victory.
(on sprints) but I could guess." MSU 38. He went 12 for the sectouchthird-period
a
Dave Hamm fired three including
Southeastern
first
the
was
It
Tyler's Bulldogs seemed Orid, set up by a 46-yard Mike
touchdown passes to Frosty An- down.
Conference triumph for new almost bewitched when Collins Fanuzzi-Gene Ganucheau pass.
White's
Danny
Elsewhere,
derson, helping runner-up NeWildcat Coach Fran Curci and ran, as if the three players And he sprinted seven for the
three scoring passes and the
braska crush Minnesota 48-7.
wasted no time giving closest to him were forbidden to third, after a fumble recovery
Curci
Third-ranked Alabama, trail- running of Woody Green and credit where it was due. While
at the MSU 14.
touch him.
Ari12
No.
fired
ing by a point, used fourth-peri- Ben Malone
The touchdowns broke ties of
team victory, he told
a
the
was
in
it
twice
scored
Collins
od touchdown runs by Gary zona State over New Mexico 670-0, 7-7, 14-14.
Rutledge and Randy Billingsley 24. No. 13 Texas used Jay Ar
Fanuzzi put the Wildcats
nold's 58-yard interception re- on its first two .wiessions and the Badgers downed Wyoming 'ahead 28-14 with a four-yard
to defeat Georgia 28-14.
Southern California's Anthony turn and scoring runs by Joe beat Iowa State 23-16 despite a 37-28.
sweep in the fourth period,
—Chris Rowland, Washing- when Collins got his final touchDavis scored twice on rhort Aboussie, Marty Akins, Lonnie 198-yard show by tailback Mike
ton, came off the bench as a down on a 65-yard burst. Fullruns as the fourth-ranked Tro- Bennett, Coy Featherston and Strachan of the losers.
In other imprssive individual third-string quarterback and
jans—No.1 until last week— Pat Kennedy to wallop Wake
back Steve Campassi capped a
performances:
Forest 41-0.
completed 17 passes for 311 56-yard drive with a two-yard
downed Oregon State 21-7.
five
record
school
152
for
ran
a
and
Parker
Leonard
Larry Cipa, subbing for in—Jim "JJ" Jennings rushed yards
54-49 loss run for the last score.
jured Dennis Franklin, passed yards and both touchdowns as for a Rutgers record 230 yards touchdowns in a wild
Tyler moaned about the perfor 83 yards and a touchdown No. 14 Houston shaded San and his ninth and 10th touch- to California.
formance of his defenders.
Quarterbacks
14-9.
as fifth-rated Michigan blanked Diego State
downs in a 25-22 loss to Mas"No defense whatsoever," he
John Sciarra and Mark Har- sachusetts.
Oregon 24-0.
said. "We played no defense.
,
JohnKermit
runners
mon
and
17thOklahoma, No. 6, trailed
We went to more wide stuff—
—Rick Neel, Auburn tailback,
ranked Miami of Florida by 13 son and James McAlister powlet them have between the,
in
carries
10
yards
in
7
gained
points at halftime but Steve ered No. 16 UCLA to a 66-16
guards and tried to stop the
his debut as a running back, inDavis ran 13 yards to score and rout of Utah.
touchdown By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS handoffs. Sometimes we had
-yard
33
a
cluding
scored
18th,
Colorado, ranked
threw a 52-yard touchdown pass
with 90 seconds left that gave
Results of Saturday's Games the right people in the right
place but did nothing."
the Tigers a 14-a victory over
MSU made a game of it for
Mississippi.
Kentucky 42, Miss. State 14
more
than a half,buLlinally
—Bubba Bean, Tens-MEM, (Southeastern Conference)
gave way to Collins' performMiddle
29,
Kentucky
Eastern
yards
197
for
made 20 carries
ance and its own mistakes.
as the Aggies whipped Clemson Tenn. 28 (Ohio Valley ConferQuarterback Hockey Nelker
ence)
20-15.
and fullback Wayne Jones
Georgetown
36,
Gardner-Webb
East
—Kenny Strayhorn,
sparked a 58-yard drive that
Carolina, gained 156 yards on 6
tied it at 7-7. Felker, who con15 carries, scoring on runs of Lincoln 13, Kentucky State
I'm TEDDY COHOON ...your new
tributed 32 yards on runs and
22
Peay
Austin
23,
Morehead
45-0
a
in
88, 12 and six yards
Mutual of Omaha man, I'd like to
passes, hit wingback Bill Buck(OVC)
rout of Davidson.
tell you all about Mutual of
ley
with a nine-yard touchdown
—Walter Peacock, Louisville, Murray 21, Martin (Tenn.) 10
Omaha's Paycheck Protection
pass.
13
Centre
(
V,
)
Mo.
Washington
rush39
set a school record of
Plan that can give you
The Bulldogs tied it at 14-14
es, gaining 192 yards in a 24-10 Western Kentucky 54, Western on a 97-yard march, which endemergency monthly paycheck
Carolina 7
defeat of Wichita State.
benefits when you're disabled by
ed with Felker's one-yard burst
—Sonny Collins, Kentucky, Louisville 24, Wichita State 10 in the second period. Felker aca covered sickness or injury and
Valley
Conference
(Missouri
shredded Mississippi State for
can't work.
counted for 26 yards passing
229 yards and four touchdowns
and 30 running.
Assoc.
Next Saturday's Games
Paycheck
Jerry Bolls and
For Information on
romp.
in the Wildcats' 42-14
State dr 'ye from its own 20
(All Times EDT)
P.O. Box 597
Protection and your other heseth
—Paul Miles, Bowling Green, North Carolina at Kentucky. 8 to the Wildcat nine as the first
just
needs,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
insurance
and life
rushed for 180 yards in therFal- p.m.
half waned. On second and
call. Or send the coupon
cons' 49-35 triumph over Toat Western Ken- goal, ,.Felker was hit as he
Toth
Tenn.
ledo, setting a school mark of tucky, OVC, 2 p.m.
passed and Wildcat safety DarJerry Bolls and Assoc
2,641 yards.
Fairmont State at Morehead 2 ryl Bishop intercepted. Felker
P70. E0X 591
( - --Joe McCuiley, Tulsa, com101,isr1'ay.
'z ,
finally ran'-trim- down-lifter- trn
pleted 17 of 31 passes for 239 Murray State at Middle Tenn , 83-yard return.
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--7r-'er yards and. Law.to.‘ichdowas as
The Bulldogs -still had some
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,othe Hurricane trounced Drake Martin(Tenn.)at Eastern Ken- punch after intermission,
NAME. _
-'44-7.
marching the second half kickTheFa* nip pay—
tucky, 2 p.m.
ADDRESS- .
Louisville, off back to the Wildcat nine.
--Billy Marek, Wisconsin, North Texas at
Life Insurance Affiliate:
But two 15-yard penalties finalCITY
rushed 29 times for a school WC,2 p.m.
United of Omaha
halted them, and a field goal
ly
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2
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at
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scored
record 226 yards and
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p.m.
runs of 50 five and 35 yards as Sevranee at Centre, 2
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UK's Collins- Lauded
For Bulldog Handling

Williams

seemed
a $25,000
year and
e triumph
it the idle
the 1973

5

his comce in Ausihara and
up. Nickexhibition
TS course
'la., this

21-10; and Washington Univer- proved to 4-1, while Middle fell
sity of St. Louis tkismscice1ItTlt lo 0-2 in league play_und 1,4 on
the season.
27-13.
Louisville earned its second
The only OVC teams still unstraight Missouri Valley Con- defeated are Western and Murference victory with a 24-10 win _ ray, which kept its perfect seaover Wichita Stateand Ken- son In tact behind the running •
tucky upset Mississippi State in of Don Clayton, who gained 134
a Southeastern Conference yards on 33 carries and scored
game at Jackson, Miss.
two touchdowns, including the
Kentucky hosts North Caro- go-ahead--TD with 1:30 left in
lina next week, while Louisville the third period.
hosts North Texas; Tennessee
Clifyton accounted for all but
Tech visits Western Kentucky; 38 of Murray's 172 yards on the
Morehead hosts Fairmont ground.
State; Murray travels to
At Morehead, Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee; Eastern gambled for victory in the ClosKentucky hosts Martin I Tenn.); ing minutes and lost. With 2:58
Oberlin visits Georgetown, and left, Rick Chrstophel passed for
Centre hosts Sewanee.
a two-point conversion that
At Murfreesboro, Tenn., would have given Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky improved its its first copference victory, but
OVC ledger to 2-1 with a clos- the pass' was `high. Morehead
ing-minutes victory over Middle had taken the lead when Dave
Tennessee. Middle trailed 21-0 Schaetzke lofted a 39-yard scorin the second period, but came ing pass to flanker Mark Altenback to score four straight TDs burger, and Austin Peay narbefore Eastern's Jeff McCarthy rowed the gap to within one
connected with Elmo Boyd to point when Christophel hurled a
pull Eastern to within one point 59-yard scoring pass to Mike
with 1:51 showing on the clock. Elmore.
McCarthy then tossed to John
Morehead's record stands at
Revere for a two-point con- 2-3 and 2-1 in the conference,
version to claim the victory.
while Austin Peay is 1-4 and 0"A fellow could have a heart 3.
attack with a finish like this,"
Meanwhile, Gardner-Webb
said Eastern Coach Roy Kidd. fullback Frank Taylor rolled up
"To be down 21 points, it's real- 280 yards to b5ost his squad
ly something the way these past the Georgetown squad
guys came back on us."
which has recorded one win
Eastern's over-all record im- against three lasses this season.

Mets' Matlack
Throttles Reds

MURRAY LEDGER

TM game
ayton was
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"Matlack pitched a better solo homer to right in the
game than Seaver did." ac- fourth inning off losing pitcher
knowledged Pete Rose, the Don Gullett.
It was the only run off Gulsparkplug of Cincinnati's Big
lett, who worked five innings
Red Machine.
Today the Reds send Ross and allowed two hits before
Grimsley, 13-10, against anoth- bowing to a pinch hitter in the
er Mets lefty, Jerry Koosman, fifth
The MetsriVaw-run burst in
14-15.
sat here yesterday and the last inning came off relievsaid 1,don't expect Matlack to ers Torn Hall and Pedro Borpitch as well as Seaver," Rose bon. Jerry Grate's bases-loaded
single drove in two of the runs.
declared from his locker stool.
Meanwhile. Matlack allowed
-Now doggone," he said with
a grimace. "I sure don't expect only two Reds to reach second
he
lcootrnan to throw as good as base the entire game, and
notched nine strikeouts and just
Matlack."
With the exception of Sun- three walks.
"It was the best game I've
day's ninth inning when the
Mets scored four runs on a ever pitched," said Matlack,
walk and five singlet, Rellr -side/1W- II days durtng
pitching has also been_ out- regular season because of a
hairline skull fracture suffered
standing.
The Mets took a 1-0 lead Sun- when he was hit by a line
day when Rusty Staub belted a drive.

When someone you love is far
away,reach out and touch them
with your voice-.
DiaPttlem long distansce. And when you do, dial an
economy call the One Plus way. There's no heaper way to
call them long distance.

Football Scores
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I Deaths andFunerals
Mrs. Ross' Rites
Held On Saturday
:The funeral for .Mrs. Georgia
Lee"Huss, age . 74, was held
,Saturdáy at two p.m. at
orlicians, Paris,
'Ridgway
•Tenn.. with uria1 in the
:-Foundry Hill Lat Da,T,Saluts
— as
---,Cemetery. NeVtie
!pallbearers.
Mrs. Ross died Thur.: at
"her home in Puryear, Tenn.
was a member of the
Reorganized Latter Day Saints
Church. Born January 5, 1899, in
Henry County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie and
Nancy V. Berkley Bennett. On
October 9, 1926, she married
Homer Ross who preceded her
in death on November 3, 1957.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs..Roy H.(LaVon) Davis and
Mrs. Lyle (Joy) Bucy, both of
Paris,Tem.; one son, Glendale
Ross of Paris, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Sarah Marlowe
and Miss Cecil Bennett, both of
Puryear, Tenn.; two brothers,
Alvis Bennett of Puryear,
Tenn., and Alex Bennett of
Paris, Tenn.; eight grandchildren; four great grandchildren.
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Quota System Written Out Of
Democratic Party Rules Sunday -

I Agnes Sublette Is Chosen As
New President-Elect Of FDEA

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Ray burden
Funeral services for Ray
Jourden of Murray Route
Seven, Lynn Grove, are being
held today eit two p.m. at _Wechapel of tfie Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Harold
Irvin officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
y Hendon, James Harris,
Murdock, Henry ArmNelson Murdock,... and
Billy M .1 k. Burialivill be in
the Spring Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Jourden, age 65, a farmer, died Friday at 5:45 pin.
at the Murray-Calloway, CountyHaepital. His death followed an
extended illness. He was a
member of the Williams Chapel
Church of Christ and of Lodge
No. 543 Free and Accepted
Masons of Calvert City. The
lodge conducted masonic rites
at the funeral chapel.
The Lynn Grove man was
born Feburary 9, 1908, in
Marshall County and was the.
son of the late Rash Jourden
and Elizabeth Dagley Jourden.

MISS Agnes Sublette, a
general science teacher and
guidance counselor at Fulton
County High School, has been
chosen as the new presidentelect of the First District
Education Association.
She was among FDEA officers elected by the 90-member
delegate assembly tn a meeting
on the MurrayState University
campus Thursday evening. All
new officers will take office
Dec. I, along with Wayne
Harvey, who will be installed as
president after having served a
year as president-elect.

Auditorium at 1:30 p.m. Friday
will be Terry Herndon, the 34year-old native Kentuckian who
has become the youngest fulltime executive secretary in
National Education Association
history.
More than 2,000 educators
from 19 school districts in 13
West Kentucky counties make
ifealloway County High
up- the Membership-of =EA. ...HOWARD cRrrrErrpRortmelw
yrirParks, 0-resident of
Carri
1Ctiri.
from
teleetings are traditionally held School, accepts a check
World, to be used to
on the Murray State campus Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of the
school.
high
the
at
students
for
books
purchase
,
each fall.

ii

U.S. To Submit Proposal To U.N.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
quota system, which helped
split the Democratic party last
year, has been written out of
party rules and seemingly buried forever by the reform commission's drafting committee.
In a unanimous vote Sunday,
the committee approved a rule
deleting the language that led
to mandatory quotas for worneri,-yOuth and Minorities at the
1972 national convention. The
new rule, however, still commits the party to overcome
past discrimination.
Tentatively approved bit-bybit over a three-day weekend
meeting, the new rule was
adopted on final passage Sunday in what was acclaimed by
both sides as a successful compromise.
Leaders of both factions predicted the compromise version

would be approved by the full
reform commission later this
month and the Democratic National Committee early next
year.
The drafting committee also
approved a proportional representation replacement for winner-take-all delegate selection
procedures and made room for
Democratic officials who co(u- .
vivified they teem shut out.-4the 1972 convention.
Another orange would allow
presidential contenders a voice
in the selection of delegates
pledged to them. Party officials
said it would prevent the situation that arose last year in
which some candidates, principally George Wallace, won
delegates in primaries only to
have the delegate seats filled
by persons supporting other
candidates.
The 1972 quota rule was produced by a commission headed
by Sen. George McGovern.
It resulted in unprecedented
numbers of women, young
people, blacks and members of
other minority groups at last
year's Miami Beach convention. But it also was a major divisive force in the party.
Protests and defections came
particularly from party regulars who had to give up their
convention seats to make way
for the newcomers.
This year no one spoke in favor of quotas, although reformers insisted on continued efforts to bring in previously under-represented groups.
The new rules remove a requirement that states seek representation of women, youth
and minorities in national convention delegations in "reasonable relationship" to the population.
A footnote in the old rules
had specifically said it was not
intended as a quota requirement, but ultimate enforcement
led to a quota interpretation at
the convention.
To meet this problem, the
new rule says that the mere absence of proportional numbers
from these groups is not evidence on which to base a challenge.

Harvey, a business teacher at
Livingston Central High School,
"We have started our ad- the bridges. Earlier Sunday it
(Continued from Page 1)
was also elected as the
said Maj. Gen. Yitzhak said it had solidified its footvance,"
association's delegate to the States will present to the counof Israel's hold along the eastern bank el
commander
Hofi,
Education cil.
National
the 103-mile canal.
front.
northern
who
AsSociation. Miss Sublette,
The Israeli state radio's aupossible sign the Golan
a
In
A broadcast by the Israeli
will take office as FDEA thoritative commentator, Maj.
battle was tipping Israel's way, state radio said reserve units
president Dec. 1, 1974, will serve Gen. Haim Herzog, said Israeli
Hofi announced that women were being brought into the
as the alternate delegate.
tanks were slashing toward the
children could return to fighting against the Egyptians.
and
Others elected to FDEA of- canal with fresh crews and said
their settlements in the heights. Foreign newsmen have been
fices are:
Israel was near a "dramatic
They had been evacuated Sat- prevented from reaching the
(Continued from Page 1)
-Mrs. Jane McBride,science turning point" in the three-clayurday at the outbreak of hostil- fighting areas, but Israeli radio
teacher at Andrew Jackson old war.
Manning; Kimberly
Eugene
ities.
broadcasts said Egypt had sent Johnson, daughter of Mr. and
Elementary School in the
But an Egyptian communique
communique reported more than 400 tanks across the Mrs. James Johnson: Ellen
A
vice- broadcast by Cairo radio said
system,
Paducah
president.
the Israeli attempt to destroy heavy losses and damage in- canal during the first 24 hours Mahan, daughter of Mr. and
-Mrs. Wilma Fenwiek, cross-canal pontoon assault flicted on the Syrians. The Is- of fighting.
Mrs. J.E. Mahan; Candy
Israel said it drove the Syr- Hargis, daughter and Mr. and
mathematics teacher at
bridges had failed and Egyp- raeli command said the Egypdrew Jackson, membership on tian jets were blasting Israeli tians sent "a large number" of ians back all along the Golan Mrs. Budl Hargis.
He is survived by his wife,
board of directors.
the
airfields in support of advanc- planes on bombing missions Heights except at Khushniye,
The stage was decorated with
Mrs. Johnnie Farley Jourden of
deep in the Sinai desert, and which is about three miles in- potted trees and colorful
home ing Egyptian armor.
Gillespie,
Jean
-Mrs.
daughters,
Lynn Gtove; two
A communique from the Syr- five of them were brought down side the old cease-fire line. A flowers with the theme being
teacher in the Caldwell
Mrs. Harvey I Marjorie) Hall of bound
on
membership
system,
County
military command also re- in dogfights or by ground fire. communique said heavy losses "The Enchanted Forest."
ian
Louisville and Mrs. Janice
The Israeli radio said furious were inflicted on the Syrian
Com- ported heavy fighting on the
Relations
Human
the
Loretta Jobs, Woodmen of the
One;
Route
air battles raged over both the forces and Israel's defense World Field Representative,
Mrs. Marion I. Anderson, Pritchett of Almo
Golan
the
front,
mission.
major
other
of
Jourden
Gene
son,
one
sister of Mrs. Loren Georgia)
-Jerry Cruse, physical Heights near Israel's north- Egyptian and Syrian fronts and lines had been stabilized.
introduced the out of town
sister, Mrs.
Adams of Murray, died Paducah; one
teacher at Lone Oak eastern border with Syria. The claimed they were the first
education
Clair,
St.
of
The Syrians claimed, how- judges: Mrs. Helen Trainer,
new
the
of
actions
aerial
such
Thursday at her apartment at Lydia Walker
brothers, Harry Middle School';', membership on Damascus broadcast claimed war.
ever, that their forces had re- Mrs. Shei Little, and Mrs.
13739 Third Street, Highland Mich.; two
Syrian jets backing ground
and the PN Commission.
Mo.,
Louis,
St.
of
Jourden
pelled the Israeli counterattack, Wanda House.
Park, Mich.
As the new Middle East war
-Charlie Lassiter, director of troops in the heights knocked
Miss Mary Morris, 1972 Miss
Louisville;
inflicting huge losses, and were
Her death at age 60 was Edward Jourden of
went into its third day, Arab
pupil personnel for the down 32 more Israeli fighters.
Rangerette, entertained the
Robert
grandchildren,
two
to
continuing
the
advance
into
natural
sudden and was due to
That brought the kill count guerrillas hit Israeli settle- Heights.
audience with a piano solo and a
Pritchett. Calloway County system,
causes. Born August 9, 1913, at Jourden and Tommy
membership on the nominating claimed by Syria and Egypt to ments in North Galilee with
monoioque entitled "I just
Clinton, she was the daughter of
"A large number of Israeli Happen to Have Some Piccommittee of the Kentucky more than a fourth of Israel's Katyusha rockets and mortars,
and
Benedict
the late Marion T.
Teachers Retirement System. 480-plane air force. The Tel but no casualties were report- pilots and soldiers were cap- tures," which was a typical
Lula Belle Brooks Benedict.
New officers will be formally Aviv command has kept silent ed. The Israeli radio said most tured," Damascus Radio said. grandmother bragging about
Mrs. Anderson is survived by
presented to the membership but declared it had command of the attacks came from south- The broadcast told the Syrians her children and grandchildren.
two sisters, Mrs. Adams of
to assist downed Israeli pilots,
ern Lebanon.
during the general assembly of the skies on both fronts.
Area
Burkett,
Grover
Murray and Mrs. Judith
spare their lives, and turn them Manager of Woodmen of the
session of the 89th annual FDEA
In a reflection of tension
get
An
to
a
effort
cease-fire
Benedict of Palo Alto,
meeting at Murray State brewed by the new war, South appeal from the U.N. Security over to the authorities.
World, announced the winners.
California, and one niece, Mrs.
University Oct. 12. Dr. Donald Yemeni air force MIGs forced Council collapsed Sunday beThe annual event was
57
downed
had
it
said
Egypt
WinstonNancy Grimes of
E. Jones, FDEA executive down a British Overseas Air- came the Russians, Chinese of Israel's 480 jets while losing sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
Salem, NC.
A total of .2,800 tickets were secretary and dean of the says 747 jumbo Jet and held it in and other allies of the Arabs in- 16 of its own planes, and Syria Sorority, Woodmen of the
The body is being brought to
to the "It's Magic," show, Graduate School at Murray Aden for nearly three hours.
sold
sisted that it contain a demand claimed its fighters and antiair- Wadi.
the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Cynthia Hart served as
The jet carried passengers for Israel to give up the territo- craft guns and missiles had
by the Murray State, will deliver the delegate
sponsored
Home in Murray, but funeral
Mistress of Ceremonies.
and 19 crew members. Sources ry it seized in the 1967 war. A brought down 43 Israeli jets.
Civitan Club, according to assembly report.
arrangements are incomplete.
Members of the delegate with the airline said it was council meeting requested by
Civitan
Graham,
David
Israel said its pilots were
assembly also enacted a allowed to take off for Nairobi, the United States was expected concentrating on missile sites
projects chairman.
grateful to the resolution honoring the memory its original destination, without this
"We are
but Israeli For- in Syria, military airports incommunity for their support," of the late Dr. Ralph H. Woods, harm to those aboard. They eign Minister Abbe Eban said side Egypt, the bridges over
who served almost 23 years as attributed the grounding to a Israel would not accept a the Suez Canal and support of
Graham said.
Final rites for Mrs. Mary. • Kentucky Colonel corn- president of Murray State. He mixup over permission to 'fly cease-fire until the Arab forces Israeli ground troops.
Frances Hill of 1600
over South Yemen, located at were driven back to the lines
missions were presented at the died Sept. 25 at the.age of 75.
Jordan, which has stayed out
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.
Copies of the resolution will the southern end of the Arabian they crossed Saturday.
Street, Murray, were held this show to Civitan president Nick
of this war so far, reported Lo- - Vincent DeMartino, a New
morning at ten o'clock at the Horton and to Graham. Jim be presented to Mrs. Elizabeth peninsula.
antiaircraft
its
of
day
one
that
"'An Israeli communique SunYork City bartender, became
chapel of the Max Churchill Mains, manager of Wilkins Woods, his widow, and subThe communique from Cairo day night said the Egyptians batteries shot down an Israeli an obstetrician and grandfather
Funeral Home with Rev. O.D. Magic Show, presented the mitted to the Murray State said the Egyptian jets struck
have suffered heavy losses in plane in a formation that flew when his daughter's son was
and -KEA • magazines
-7--McKendree officiating. --ommissions in behalf of
Israeli air installations at Mlle- arvicied duels and from Israeli over north Jordan.
born before they could leave
Pallbeasers were 'Ernie, Governor Wendell Ford for the for publication.
The fighting has been con- for
iz and Bir Tama& as well as air strikes. It said that Israel
the hospital, DeMartino, a
Featured as the keynote
George, Curt, arid Jerry Collins, leadership Horton and Graham
missile and radar stations in Ave; consolidated its forces an fined to the occupied areas on member of the suburban South
FDEA
general
the
speaker
for
Gene
.
Ruben Mauzy, and
have given to civic activities
the Golan Heights, overlooking Plainfield Rescue Squad, said
the Sinai, which was seized the Egyptian front.
'Griffin. Burial was in the through the local Civitan Club. assembly meeting in Lovett from Egypt during Israel's
The communique said that northeast Israel and the Sea of the baby was born while his
Temple Hill Cemetery.
lightning victory in 1967.
R_yan Graham was reinstated
air strikes have damaged or Galilee, and along the Suez Ca- wife was telephoning the doctor
Mts. Hill, age 32.
en the Mud Peninsula. to report that their daughter
Saturday's outbreak ofToil& destroyed nine of the 11 ponto membership with the club at Summer MissionarierTO
Thursday at eleven am: At the October 4 meeting, and the
ities marked the first major toon bridges the Egyptians Both areas as well as the West had felt a labor pain. When the
Almo Heights.
Bank of the Jordan river and
Egyptian crossing of the water- threw across the canal.
annual charter night was set for Be Speakers Wednesday
doctor got to see the 6-pound,
She is survived by her Nov. 1. Wayne Williams will
way since the Israelis occupied
however, said that it the Gaza Strip were taken by 9k-2-ounce Kenneth Michael
Egypt,
The general meeting of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George speak at the Oct. 18 meeting on
war.
1967
the
Israel
during
it.
continued to move men across
Hamilton, he said grandpa apMauzy of Murray; three the Murray High School Band Woman's Missionary Union of
The Egyptians claimed the
parently had been an excellent
the
Ellis,
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Church,
First
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daughters,
_
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substitute:'
Murray, will be held WedJackie Bell Ellis, and Derma
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aircraft,
losses in men,
Henninger, fruit cake chairCheri Hill; one son, Johnny Ray man, also promised that the nesday, October 10, at five p.m. and armor. They claimed their
SAN DIEGO,-Calif. ( AP) at the church.
Ellis; sister, Mrs. Harold Civitan fruit
forces "totally control" the
cakes would
Publisher James Strohn Copley
Miss Pippa Downing, sumGarner; half sister, Mrs. Gene
-mile103
the
of
bank
eastern
arrive in time for Thanksgiving.
will be eulogized by the Rev.
mer missionary in New York,
Griffin; brother, James Ruben
long canal.
Billy Ghaham at a Roman
and Dwight Borum, summer
Mauzy; three half brothers,
The Israeli state radio reportCathoic requiem mass Tuesday.
missionary in Arkansas, will be
Ernest, Curt, and George
ed that Israelis were still fightA family spokesman said CoplPat
drunk,
Kirk,
fined
public
the guest speakers.
Collins.
been
have
cases
Several
ing Egyptian commandos who
body would be taken to
ey's
$20,
costs
$10.
Mrs.
Edgar
Shirley,
director,
Court
(Continued from Page 1)
attacked Sharm el-Sheik on the heard in Murray City
Kenneth Knipp, no city Aurora, Ill., for private burial
urges all members and inguilty
pleading
Those
recently.
peninSinai
the
of
tip
southern
think. Something like this ha0Wednesday in a family plot
sticker, fined $10.
terested persons to attend.
sula on the opening day of the and fined, according to court
pening to a small community
city
Dana
no
K.
Miller,
records, were:
war.
like us seems just ridiculous.
J. T. Duffy, petit larceny, sticker, fined $10.
But Herzog said the deepest
"We try to do what's right
Warren McDougal, driving on
$25, costs $10.
fined
Egyptian penetration. into the
and help someone out when
Glenn Eaker, possession of suspended license, fined $100, I
occupied Sinai was five miles.
they're in trouble. What I'm
costs $10.
He claimed Egyptian units alcohol for purpose of realse,
saying is we're not a bunch of
William N. Pasco, DWI,
$10.
costs
$100,
had
fined
retreat
their
were aware
crooks."
Ed Boggess, possession of amended to reckless driving,
An hour long movie, "Flash, been cut off by destruction of
Phillips wrote the Office of
SAIGON _(AP)- Police and
fined $100, costs $10.
Revenue Sharing this week-en- The Teen Age Otter," will be The bridges "and their morale alcohol for purpose of resale,
militia
L---Satterwhite,
are searching the coununRex.
$10.
costs
$100,
at
Story
Hours
both
at
fined
shown
good."
not so
closing a check for the unspent
Jed L. Simons, speeding, necessary noise, no state in- try around the Mekong Delta
Israeli military communiques
2727, protesting the request for the Calloway County Public
spection sticker, improper town of Thanh Tri for Homer
repayment and asking that his Library on Wednesday, October said that after fighting a hold- fined $20, costs $10.
L. Elm, an American security
takeoff, fined $30, costs $10.
Whitewell,
M.
Robert
10.
Sunday
and
Saturday
ing action
town, if it must repay the monofficer
for an engineering firm,
no
Trenholm,
Manfred
costs
$50,
fined
driving,
The Walt Disney production is while reserves were mobilized, reckless
ey, be given time to do so.
motorcycle endorsement, no and two Vietnamese civilians
Meanwhile, St. Charles, a about a capricious little fellow Israel sent its warplanes deep $10.
William D. Flora, un- inspection sticker, fined $20, who were reported captured in
town of 400, is faced with re- who manages to have one ad- into Egypt and Syria and
a Viet Corti; ambush Saturday
noise, fined $20, costs costs $10.
necessary
paying $1,900 -and the city says venture after another, said Mrs. pushed back Syrian attackers
James R. Young, public night. Villagers told police Elm
Margaret Trevathan, librarian. in the Golan Heights.
$10.
it can't foot the bill.
was wounded in the chest and
William D. Flora, reckless drunk, fined $20, costs $10
Story Hour for preschool will
Herzog said Syria and Egypt
"We are sorry to inform you
the
Steven
A.
Viet Cong gave him first
Camp,
speeding,
$20.
fined
school
for
driving,
and
that it is impossible to send a be at ten a.m,
had lost a total of 90 planes and
aid before taking him and the
Carl R. Rickman, speeding, fined $10, costs $10.
check to you," Gilbert W. Dun- age at three p.m.
helicopters.
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$50,
costs
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public
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J. T. Duffy, DWI, no
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Revenue Sharing after he
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costs
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$10, costs $10.
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drunk, fined $20, costs $10.
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for
been
36.00-36.75
immediately
at
years,
meeting
prices haven't
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
hostess for ladies day bridge
William J. Kaelin, unand it doesn't require any gas. the Oaks Country Club on the open house at the high US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-3600 necessary noise, fined $10, costs amended to reckless driving, scientific and medical knowlfined $100, costs $10
edge.
school, a club spokesman said. Boars 31_50-35.00
IAP Wirephoto) Wednesday at nine a.m.
$10.
•

Miss Roberts...

Mrs. Adams' Sister
Dies On Thursday

2,800 Tickets
Sold To Show
By Civitans

final Rites Held
for Frances Hill

National Roundup

Several Fined In
City Police Court

Movie Is Feature
For Story Hours

PTA Open House Is
Planned Tonight

I

after the 5:38 p.m. PDT service
here. The 57-year-old chairman
of the board of the Copley
Press, Inc., newspaper group
and the Copley News Service,
died of cancer Saturday.
SAN RAFAEL, Calif.(AP)A 62-year-old Philippine immigrant has a chance for freedom
after spending more than half
his life in state prisons arid-mental hospitals. Officials saki
Vincent Dawa, who speaks a
Philippine dialect, has been
able to hold only extremely
limited conversations during
his 34 years of confinement.
Dawa, who was imprisoned in
1939 for the murder of a dealer
in a gambling den in Sacramento, is to appear for a sanity
hearing in Mann County Superior Court here Wednesday. If
ruled sane, Dawa, whose death
sentence was reduced to life in
prison in March. could be paroled.

World Roundup

Purchase Area
Hog Market

PAGE NIN1
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NICOSIA, Cyprus ( AP) The Cypriot police say they
have arrested a man who admitted planting explosives under a bridge that President Makarios was scheduled to drive
over Sunday night. The bridge
blew up a few minutes before
the presidential motorcade was
due, and Makario4'took another
route. The police said the man
was a member of EOKA, the
anti-Makarios
underground
army led by (en. George
Grivas.
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
( AP)- Militant hard-line Protestants are reported to have
drafted a plan to form a provisional government and mobilize
their private armies of masked
vigilantes to prevent the union
of Northern Ireland with the
Roman Catholic Irish Republic.
A spokesman for Vanguard,
one of the most militant factions, said the plan would be
used 'only if we were about to
be pushed tote a united IriL
land." Meanwhile,the Catholics
of the Irish Republican Army
damaged a housing office in
Belfast and blew a hole in a
reservoir dam, releasing nearly
=NO gallons of water
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Central Shopping Center

Your Individual
Horoscope

PRICES

Open 9.9 Mon.-Sat
- 1-6 Sunday

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
OCZOIER 9, 1973

BATH TOWEL

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
If you expect too much, day
may prove disappointing.
Keeping objectives within
reasonable bounds, however —
and working toward them only
— is your winning ticket.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211
Curb tendencies toward
lethargy. Sidestepping
obligations and trying to bluff
your way through could have
unfortunate results.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Opposition to your ideas could
cause some indecisiveness but,
if you're sure you're on the right
track, go ahead as planned.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 80
Straying off the beaten path
not advisable. You'll find more
greater
opportunities,
satisfaction in activities close to
home.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
A creative idea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose. Fine gains indicated if
you play your cards right.
VIRGO
) Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Indications are that a bit of
luck is coming your way. Take a
chance — especially in an activity that particularly interests
you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
This looks like one of your
better days. You should be the
center of attraction in whatever
circle you find yourself —
business or pleasure
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22) 171/4tiC.
It will pay you to look below
the surface now. New trends
limy result in an_ agreement
where there was only opposition
before.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter influences not too
friendly. Avoid getting in over
your head — especially where
you happen to be on unfamiliar
ground.
CAPRICORN---- uf
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
day for
favorable
A
negotiations, working toward
contract settlements. Parties of
the second part now appreciate
what you have to offer.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed influences. Stay out of
speculative ventures and be
in
careful
exceptionally
dealings with the opposite sex.
PISCES
C,'%7
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
seek
to
tendency
The Piscean
the unusual and offbeat will be
much in evidence now. You'll
find much pleasure in areas
others overlook.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with terrific enthusiasm, effectual power, fine
mental processes, foresight
and, in certain situations, that
"sixth sense" which tells you
when to move and when to stay
put. The extremely versatile
Libran is usually successful
beyond his own dreams. A lover
of music and acting, he could
succeed at either. With the poise
and balance bestowed upon him
by his symbol, the scales, he
would make an outstanding
lawyer,judge or statesman. His
inventiveness can take him far
in engineering, architecture or
designing. Traits to curb:
Bossiness and a tendency
toward carelessness when
uninterested in a project. Birthdate of: Miguel de Cervantes,
Spanish writer; Leonard Wood,
former Gov.-Gen'l. of the
Philippines.

POLYESTER
Soft & Restful

gypt

BED PILLOW
Fiberfill
Reg. '2.88

Large Thitatylow,els

•Asst Colors

•Heavy Duty

2-PIECE
EARLY AMERICAN
-4_

v No Iron

ROCKER
SET

t

4.s - i...4%.zr- •

BEAUTIFUL

BEDSPREAD

y Durable
20"

ASST.

A.Solid or Print
,

24"
26"

Reg. '6.97

Comfortable
y Non-Allergenic

• Permanent Press

Reg. $3.97

MOUNTAIN MIST

COTTON BATTING
All Cotton Filling

Spring &

Reg. '1.57

MATERIAL

BUCKET

BED REST

Assorted Fabrics

v Decorative Colors In Corduroy

Reg. to $1.47 yd.

ALBERTO V05
HAIR SPRAY

v Comfortable
Cotton Filled

Regular & Hard-to-Hold

ELECTRIC

9 CUP
WESTMARK

_soc)

9-oz

COFFEE
MAKER

Reg. '1.37

„i/Gain
'

7 oz

BRAIDED
RUGS
2'
/
2'x111
/
81

GLEEM

Reg.
'49.97

Toothpaste

CORN
POPPER

•Poppy

•Harvest

v Pops 4 Qts

•Avocado

•Aluminum

v• Cord Included

Reg. '10.92

$744

Flouride and Brightener

Reg.
94'

62'

Size 22"x42"

20"x32"

427x66"

30%54"

I Reg. '3.47

$399

BATHROOM

BABY

SPACE SAVER

CAR SEAT

Adjustable Height
y White Enamel & Chrome
v Ideal For Storage
.

Ask liaLLAND DRUG STORE
aboutthy FAT-GO mama* piss —
and start losing weight this week

Only $2.50 at

RUG YARN

v Machine Washable

FAT-GO

DON'T DELAY
got FAT-G0 today.

Asst. Florals and Solids

v Full & Twin

Watch Your

Money back in full if not completely satisfied with weight loss from
the very first package.

Aunt Lydia's

99'

if2tQ

Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
-. of two cups OS coffee.
-Ths.p6,

ASSORTMENT

ASO Yds. Skein

:-94
.
Reg..1-11

with
HEAD REST
Colors: slack &
Blue
-

DISNEY PRINT

STORAGE BOX
•Heavy Duty
Fiberboard
•Protect and
Store

BUNDT
CAKE

PAN
12 Cup Large Formed Cake Pan
Asst. Colors with Teflon II Coated

Reg. '3.17

-
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ADS
WANT
SELLNOST EVERYTHING

Bike Tour In Land Of Natural
Bridges Is Trip Through Autumn

NoTict•
in locating Castle
NOTICE
For those travelers who have and her husband left com- treasure
Angel
Rock,
Nest
Arch,
Hen's
seen Red River country only fortable homes in the East to
from the window of a fast- search for the lost mines. Windows, Hal Moon Arch,
moving vehicle, Oct. 21 is the Through the Years the couple Turtle Back Arch, Whistling
Raven Rock
day they won't have to say, enjoyed the simple life in the Arch, Gray's Arch,
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Courthouse
Rock.
cabin
rough
a
in
living
forest,
"Slow down, George. You're
Like Lady Timmons, they
going so fast I can't see a and spending days and many
and Calloway County. .
Murray
thing." They can be, more or nights in a vain search for the might not find anything that
leads to a silver mine lost since
less, masters of their own pace silver mines.
the 1760's, but autumn in the
they pedal bicycles through
Rock Bridge near Pine Ridge gorge is like a giant bin pouring
7-4 Monday Mu Friday
Will Be From:
the Land of Natural Bridges. was a place for horsemen and
Listed officially as "The Red footmen to cross Swift Camp out gold, silver, scarlet, bronze
Noon Saturday
7-12
•
River Rally," the bicycle tour Creek to reach a mill and wool- and burgundy gems.
is
by
tour
bike
sponsored
The
HOLIDAYS
&
SUNDAY
CLOSED
Boone
Daniel
of
_parts
before
through
carding factory in days
National Forest can be the most and after the Civil War. Here, Bluegrass Wheelmen, Inc., P.O.
Starting September 1,4973
pleasant day of autumn-that near a beautiful waterfall Box 1397, Lexington, Ky. 40501.
is, if participants are in cycling nudged by graceful spruce
ttECIEVE FREE service or
condition.
boughs, once stood Drake's
on any type of vacuum
inspection
.
.
.
News
Natural Bridge State Resort Mill. Many years later, in a land Coldwater
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Park and Red River Gorge dispute, parts of the bridge
'Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
country are marvels of nature were dynamited, ending its use
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
at any season. They should be as a cross bridge. Only an
October 10C
day or night.
seen in spring, when white abandoned well remains to
blooming trillium create indicate the long-ago presence
i•••••••••••••••••••:
snowbanks on steep moun- of buildings-but the scenery is
1-5
Oct.
making
proclamation
when
a
of
winter,
in
signing
tainsides;
$
the
ADVERTISING
-Following
PROCLAMATION
as magnificent as ever and
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb and
By Mrs. Ophella Bazzell
chats with
actual snowfall makes the strange markings atop Rock
DEADLINES
7 Kentucky Medical Records Association Week, Gov. Wendell Ford
daughter, Truman Turner, •
September 25, 1973
gorge and its foot trails through Bridge continue to add to the
KMRA members. From left, are Ms. Judith Vaughn, of the Norton-Children's
guests of Mrs. Lillie Edison Hopkins and son have all i All display ads, classified!
Recent
Services,
paradise;
white
a
Frankfort;
forests
deep
Health
of
Bureau
Black,
John
deepening mystery of the
Hospitals, Louisville; Ms. Elizabeth
and
regular
Bazzell and Erett were Mrs. called on Mr. and Mrs. Carl •display
KMRA
in summer, when green is the Swift legend.
Ms. Norma C. McMahan, also with the Bureau of Health Services, and
display, must be submitted
Artis Fuqua, Mrs. Newell Hopkins in their home the past
layering
nuances,
its
all
in
color
Lexington.
Hospital,
University
Arnold,
' President Ms. Iola
by 12 noon, the day before
Swift recorded in his now- Bailey, Mrs. H. Tabers, Jr. and week.
*in subtle folds to meet far
guests of Mrs. Mattie
Recent
had
he
that
publication.
journal
Herman
famous
Mrs.
and
Mr.
children,
when
autumn,
in
and
horizons;
auAll reader classifieds
Jones, and Miss Lois Marine[
brilliant yellow and red maples three silver "workings," and Darnell and others.
must be submitted by 4*
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. were Mrs. Fred Adams, Miss
cast bright shadows in a stream Silvermine Arch near Koomer
.m. the day before!
Fair and Exposition Center in a that was familiar to Indians in Ridge Recreation Area is Carl Christenberry were Mr. Treva Peay, Mrs. Newell Bailey
Gov. Wendell Ford recently theatre type seats.
Others
Bazzell.
Lillie
Mrs.
blication.
and
searchers.
to
meaningful
confor
position
competitive
Christenberry
Wilson
Mrs.
and
ages past, and to Kentucky's
-Upgrading acoustics and
announced plans for a $14
have called.
••••••••••••••••••;.
activities
other
and
ventions
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Tommy,
and
pioneering
to
and
Boone,
Daniel
the
in
Nada
through
narrow
Cycling
equipment
million renovation of the sound
Mr. gid Mrs. Roy Perich and
where large, modern facilities families in the cliff and canyon Tunnel on Ky-77 is a trip into Dolphus Christenberry, Mr.
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Coliseum, East and West are required," Ford said.
Ophelia Bazzell were WOULD LIKE woman to cover
Mrs.
and
Caraway
Orcus
Mrs.
and
country.
more recent history, when the
Wings, and the Pavilion
Center in Louisville.
Five Louisville and Lexington
Others have recent guests of Mr.and Mrs. two silk lamp shades for me
Black.
Cletie
Mrs.
cut
solid
was
through
opening
Visitors as cyclists in the big
-A roofed, open-sided architectural and engineering
Ford said the planned im08NC
Wayland Mitchell and Miss Please phone 753-7531.
called.
provements include air con- livestock arid horse show ring, firms have been selected to forest and gorge in autumn will rock to provide tracks for the
Edith Duncan.
D.
Clifton
Mrs.
and
Mr.
oning both the East and with a seating capacity of 2,500. provide planning studies on be able to pick out Landmarks Big Woods, Red River and Finney and family have moved
tist
e
Recent guests of mine were
the
names-the Lombard Railway. The tunnel
-Improvement of
Wings of the Fairgrounds
T.L. Asphalt Paving
Mrs. Hess eDarnell, Mrs. Ruth
Coldwater.
in
development of the proposed with intriguing
home
new
their
to
names themselves adding to the now is a one-way land for Ky-77
les well as the Pavilion. In ad- principal entrance to make it improvements.
Watson, Mr. and Mrs. A. Davis,
-Parking areas
-Driveways
WinLynn
Mrs.
and
Mr.
traffic-part of the Red River
area's color and mystery.
dition, multi-purpose annexes more aesthetically pleasing;
Repairs
moved Mr. and Mrs. Roy Perich and
have
family
and
chester
Gorge
Road.
Loop
will be constructed in the East expansion of other gates and
Phone 247-7201 anytime
to the home that Jimmy Turner Mrs. Lyman Dixon.
Indian Stairway is well known
KEEP YOUR EYES
independent entrances to the
and West Wings.
never found sold at Coldwater.
Timmons
Miss Carlene Lamb has
Lady
All work guaranteed, free
lost
fabled
the
of
searchers
ROAD
THE
to
ON
multiWings.
the
Ford,
East and West
According to
the lost treasure. She lived out
I
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins returned home from a vacation
CHICAGO (AP) - If you silver mines of John Swift. Not
-Development of the east
purpose- annexes are designed
see job far from Gladie Creek, a her years in the forest and is visited Mr. and Mrs. Cody with relatives in Michigan.
you'll
go_hy
cars
4_watch
to be utilized as exhibit areas and west lawn areas to better opporturuties galore.
buried on a knoll overlooking -Darnell one afternoon the past
Mrs. Beulah Lamb is visiting INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNtributary of Red River, steps
meeting rooms.
present outside exhibits and
and srnall
The jobs are in automative cut into a rock cliff answer well the rite at her former home. „week. Mrs. Hopkins was.a guest in home of Mr. and MrLCE. ERS, farmowners, mobile
"We consider this to be the bide shows.
technology and the people who
Travelers pedaling bikes in the home of Dr. and Mrs. Aid& ancYcither relatives. - homes, automobiles, low rates,
-Connecting colonnades fill them are service mechan- the description left behind of
present deficiency of
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. excellent claim service. See us
through
the country might pick Earl Adams and Dan, Saturday
the
in
figure
the Fairgrounds as a poteptial serving entrances to the ics, parts managers and clerks, Indian stairs that
Novell Pendergrass were before you buy. Galloway Inafternoon.
out
hidden
and
clues
history
to
mines.
lost
the
to
trail
site for major conventions and Coliseum, East and West salesmen, service station operand Mrs. Kenneth Barnhill surance & Realty, phone 753Wings, that will afford ators and diesel technicians.
trade shows," Ford said.
Timmons Arch on Swift Camp
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. 5842.
October25C
They amount to millions of Creek-the creek empties into
im- protection from the rain and
proposed
Other
Rayburn Pendergrass, Mr. and
and
service
sell,
who
persons
provide illumination for
provements include:
near Moonshiner's
Mrs. Leon McGary and David
I
giant au- Red River
-Expansion of the central pedestrian walkways in front of maintain America's
Arch-and a location known as
Barnhill. Others have called.
seasoned.
Have a t are!
industry.
ve
tomati
emphasize
and steam heating ,system to the main building complex.
8: slenderizing
Tews, chairman of the Timmons Diggings
Robert
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Pullen
and
program
Pavilion.
the
-A coordinated sign
include
\ rgetable Plate. 1181 89
Automotive Technology Pro- the seriousness of feeling that
Mrs. Garvis Riley visited
which will include orientation gram at Kennedy-King College Swift's silver lode still can be
rill's
-Replacing approximately maps to assist visitors.
responsibilities, relatives at Coldwater the past
here, says, "There are no lim- found in the area. In the mid
By JACK LEFLER . . partmental
in:111;41i Inn
week
a
for
few
days
imthese
the
in
"We are making
14,000 fixed seats
its to opportunities in the au- 1850's, Lady Rebecca Timmons
most workers are allowed to
Associated Press Writer
Coliseum with upholstered, provements in order to keep the tomotive industry."
Mrs. Jewell Howard, Mrs.
LOS. ANGELES(AP)- Ste- pick a,atarting time from 7 to 9
IF YOU have a weight problem,
nographer Susie Smith sets her a.m. in quarter-hour in- Edwin Wanen, and others were Weight Watchers can help you.
own working hours to suit her crements. Systems and pro- Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs. Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m.
MaN-TAIN Ctilit8046 WATCH-. I'M HAVAG ALL Aw MAIL
MOTORCstil NtE.4.6 FOOTeALL
style of life.
5Tottif5...IAESTuN6 ANNUAL_ Rg7-5(KE REPORT BACK-PAO:WS FORJARCED 17i4gE, CHOCK
gramming workers, because of Laurah Mayfield.
AT THE Gleason Hall, 12th &
Little Miss Julie Ann Baker -..-pa„e
NEL/5...
f1514It46 COPE
6UIDE...1401256.8tAtr5 ROUND-VP_
availability,
ITC
She is onrof 3,500 employes computer-time
,
'
of Occidental have an option to start from was a Sunday guest of her.
headquarters
at
•i"
Life of California in downtown 6:30 a.m. to 10 a.m. The former grandparents, Mr. and Priel.
OCTOBER SPECIALS: Tues.,
Los Angeles who have their normal working hours were 8 Relda Watson. _ _
of
Wed., & Thurs., only: $15.00
Chatlton
Mrs.
Ola
to
go
choice of what time to
a.m. to 4...30 ;LID,
-Missouri, is spending a few perrrranents412.60, $20.00 per
work.
rimer,
e havefoctoundry,the"
ery
be"vW
days with her brother and manents-$15.00 at the HairAfter a month of flexible
said Con
Herman Marine and dresser, 201 South 6th, Phone 753hours, Occidental's vice presi- don. "There is improved em- ?dandle Marine.
08C
3530.
personnel,
of
dent in charge
BLONDIE
ploye morale, and the company
Robert W. Condon, said man- is making a contribution to
1 SAID COLUMBUS
sr•E WAS RIGHT:DISCOVERED
agement and most employes breaking down traffic con-,c,
IT' WAS 1492
AMERICA IN 1592
are pleased.
gestion in this part of the city.
AND si-rE
DISAGREED
While flexible working hours
"In some areas there has
are very much a way of life in been greater productivity, and
West Germany and the Scandi- there have been no reports of a
navian countries and are be- decline in productivity. TardiSeveral cases have been
coming widespread in Canada, ness has almost disappeared.
Darrell, Free, Paducah,
heard recently in the county speeding, fined $10, costs $19.50,
Occidental is one of the relaemployes court of
than
1,100
More
Judge Robert O. Miller.
tively few major U.S. comchose to begin work at 7 a.m. Those pleading guilty and fined, state police.
panies to adopt them.
Margaret Ferguson, Bowling
instead of 8. Some quickly deto court records, Green, cold checking, fined $10,
Occidental began the pro- cided that it wasn't easy to according
costs $19.50.
gram in mid-summer after a reach the office at that time were:
Janet
Cash, Mayfield,
John Thomas, Toledo, Ohio,
four-month test involving 700 and changed back, but the vast
speeding, fined $10, costs $19.50, DWI, amended to reckless
clerical, administrative and majority stuck to their original
BEATLE BAILEY
state police.
driving, Bried $100, costs $14.50.
technical employes. It was the choice.
Kenny Todd and Michael
Roger James, Chicago, DWI,
perof
policy
a
of
outgrowth
Employes say they like to get Scott, possession of alcohol for fined $100, costs $14.50, state
2/
milling ienployes to work a 41
home earlier so they can enjoy
day week for 18 weeks during outdoor activities and avoid the purpose of resale, fined $100, police.
costs $14.50 each, city police.
Joe Cate, Springville, Tern,
summer.
the
rush hours on the freewaya-_.-7-Dennis Week
Brocton, speeding, fined 110, ailta $19.50,
Within the framework of deMaim, driving while under the state police.
influence
of narcotics, fined
James B. Walker, Route Two;
Answer to Saturday's Punkt
$100, costs $14.50, state police. DWI, amended _la reckless--012112eira Eionari
William Kaelin, Inv. Station, driving, fined $100, costs $14 50,
tiVIDEME1 0151111014131
4 Ventilates
ACROSS
5 Breaks
MROM =IMMO GO
DWI, amended to reckless state police.
suddenly
1 Period of time
COM 0063M MMO
6 More strict
driving, fined $50, costs
4 Conjunction
MO 010000 QUOU
7 Hindu cymbals
6 Sedate
state police.
caama
The
8
11 Recover
VIOGnes
MIE117111121M
9 Pronoun
13 Experiences
Cora M. Henson, harboring a
51009
10 Negated
15 A continent
BROOM OOMUMOG
fugitive, fined $100, costs $14.50.
12 Near
(abbr.)
14 lathe's
16 Tours
00M0 MUM90 0111
NANCY
Wayne Newsome, Route Five, September 30, 1973
17 Conceded
18 Symbol for
OEM UUMUO 000
20 Supercilious
cold checking, fined $10, costs
n•kel
AUDLTS 109
POMO
000111
person
MAKE A FISH
ONE FOR ARITHMETIC,
19 Postcript
$28.50.
Nursery 5
23 Mountain
(abbr )
MIAMOMD DOMDMM
SANDWICH
HISTORY,
"
FOR
ONE
(abbe,)
21 Mast
nrmon
I'M WORRIED
No NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Gerald
Turner,
1302
Parent
Peggy
24
Arabian
22
FOR LUNCH-ONE FOR GEOGRAPHY
(colloq.)
commander
ABOUT MY
DISMISSALS
Ann
Drive,
reckless
driving,
Si Woody plant
38 Coolidge's
, FISH 15
2,5 Let fall
24 Repair
William James McCallon,
Vice President 53 chief god of
EXAMS THIS
fined $10, costs $19.50, state
26 Warble
17 Snatch
Memphis
GOOD
39 Puffs up
28 Golf mound
Route 7, Murray, Master
30' Ireland
AFTERNOON
police.
57 Goal
41 Withered
29 Worship
AlkBRAIN
tu
32 Pertaining to
Steamship
58
43 Impelled
Jimmy Ray Duncan, Route 1,
Lanny
31 Roman tyrant
Mize,
1104
Vine,
DWI,
the ear
(abbe)
44 Compass point
FOOD
33 „Symbol for
fined $100, costs $14.50, state Dexter, Robert Perry Hornsby,
35 Sewing
60 Wooden vessel
46 Printer's
dysprosium
implements
ciao'
62 Prefix, again
111411SUre
34 Produced
813 Olive St., Murray, Edward
police
64 Note of scale
48 Eats
37 Man's name
36 Evaluate
Harrison Roberts, Route 3, Box
SCHOOL
38 Prefix:
Jimmie Foutch, Route One
down
ZONE
i
d
l03 Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Ann
*
4
INN.
Hazel, hunting without a
40 Baker's
SARDINES
Baty, Route 5, Murray, Jefproducts
license, $19.50 costs paid,
42 Ties
ferson Robert Watson, 1103
cc-re
45 Beverage
department of wildlife.
47 Want
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Jean
Joseph
Holsapple,
Route
Center
49
LIL' ABNER
Need
50
Eight, DWI, amended to Roberts, 901 Meadowlane,
61hICE THE PARTiES (-"TWAT0C7ORLS2L
52 Fail in drops
Murray, Mrs. Rosalyn Faye
WRECK The
reckless driving, fined -5100,
54 Spanish for
4047r 13E1
CAs/
Galloway, Route 7, Mayfield,
CLEANSPORT
SEPARATED.
costs
$14.50,
state
police.
55 Latin
Mrs. Peggy June Rushing and
,
ORASSLiN?:
/ MUST BE
THE,
contuncton
Clifford Law, St. Louis, DWI,
HES GOT TO BE
Baby Girl, Route 2, Murray,
REGARDED AS
56 Yields
amended
to
reckless
state
A
driving,
59
GOT AID OF!!:)
OHM!!
(abbr.)
fined $1000coets $14.50, state Mrs. Gladys Miller ,Spann. 1409
61 Calm
Dudley,Murray,Clifford Calvin
410,(63 Crirtim.
"TriiklY;
* fest
65 Sows
Keith Holsinger, Sikeston, Mrs. DoThe Mae. Ford, Lynn
66 Quiet'
IL.24i
Mo., reckless driving; fined $10, GroVi.
67 Writing fluid
costs $26.50, sheriff's departt•Crair V"; II
DOWN
ment.
t.44;141 .-0?
1 Bitter vetch
Outiltri of broilers this year is
Frank Riley, Calvert CI
- t,
2 Harvested
W:Zis
speeding, fined $10, costs $19.50, expected to he near the nine
Symbol for
3
Ca4:11billion pounds produced in 1972.
Distr. by United e tare
siiver
state police.
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Phone 7

Many Persons Are Guests-in Homes
Of Residents In Coldwater Area
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Call

7516
3-S19O It With A Classified Ad
MUSIC

MUSIC

MUSIC LESSONS
-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

--Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

Professional Teachers for all Instruments

JOB MUSIC CENTER

service or
of vacuum
hens or Bob
by Vacuum
eet, 753-0359
OctoberlOC

AUSINESIT OPPOiTUNITY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNIYY

3.

classified
regular
ubmitted
y before

ollege Graduate with degree in accounting or business administration required
Supervisor of Personnel in order processing Department. work in General
and*

DEEP FREEZE-Amana, used
about 6 weeks, 1973 model. Phone
7534170.
011P

ost Accounting Experience desired but not necessary. We will train you.

BASS BOAT, 1973 yellow, 16'.
Fabuglass, hi-rise seats, coast-,Dixietand-753-7575-11urray
*guard equipped, heavy duty foot
PIANO
TUNING-repair- ONE SET of Tymboli's in good control, Pfluger trolling
motor,65
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser-i Condition. One year old. Phone H.P.
Mercury motor with power
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale.Bent 489-2690, after 5:00p.m.
06NC trim, heavy duty, Roco trailer, 6
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky
'
months old. Phone 753-7553. 015C
LEGAL
NOTICE
Phone 753-8911.

Send salary requirements, present salary and work history to:.,
•

Plant Controller
Ferry-Morse Seed Company
Box 488 - Fulton, Kentucky 42041

ORDINANCE NUMBER 5111 , HAMMOND ELECTRIC chord
EXPERT GUITAR
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE organ. Also electric belt exerINSTRUCT/ON
Beginners and advanced I DECLARING THE NEED, ciser. Phone 753-1602 for apStudy with one ot Ky's finest
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY pointment.
011C
teachers NOw schedul,no
FOR RENT
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
TaU /P0 ON.-.II 00118.004
}'OR RENT
limited enrollment Call Ed
01.73 WWend 100no• 1,011100.
EXCELLENT
Monroe between S and 7 P.M. OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO USED COLOR console T.V.
OPPORTU
NITY
Phone 753-42
119
record
db••
ANNEX
player
radio;
••••
and
•••••
AND THAT THE LATEST SERtE9 OF
CERTAIN
•
•
ell
•
000:
•
CONNeed two or three good
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE repossessed stero for kialance
•
LEAKS UP TO
HOUR,"
men or women who have a
MUSIC LESSONS, band in- CITY OF MURRAY KEN- due. J & B Music,753-7575. NC
sincere
desire to enter the
TUCKY;
AND ACCURATELY
struments, piano, guitar,
•
sales field. Exclusive
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES SALE-A-THON. $100.00 free
beginner violin. Phone 753FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
fabric with purchase of the
territories open in this area
1470.
November 8C OF THE TERRITORY WHICH Golden Touch and Sew by
and throughout the state.
Singer
CITY OF MURRAY, KENwith desk console of your choice. FROM
wall to wall, no soil at all, COMPLETE BOOKEEPING ler
DRUM LESSONS, for further TUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN
Ak
Your local Singer Sewing Center, on
carpets cleaned with Blue Service if you feel you need a-7n
information phone 489-2690, if no NEL
• This is not an insurance
Belaire
Shopping
Center.
position and there is no
011C
BE
IT
ORDAINE
D
BY THE
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer bookkeeper but your business is ill
answer phone 753-6213-both after
financial investment
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five not large enough to employ a•
5 p.m.
010NC COMMON COUNCIL OF THE BABY TRAININ chair,
• required. Positions are
G
car Points.
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN013C person call us. Experienced in all• seat, travel crib, tub, walker,
0
with a highly respected 17TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls, 0
HELP WANTED
• year-old company.
SECTION I: That it is needful, seat carrier, 24 baby bottles,
taxes
and
etc.
Also
a
complete
ift
necessary and desirable that the baby clothing, girl's clothing to CONCRETE STEPPING stones line of typing services.
Free pick X
No previous sales exBOOKKEEPER;
FULL following described lands lying size 7, including coats. Phone 753- arid
concrete spalsh blocks. 7u5p3..0
•
a1
61 .delivery if desired. Call w Would
be ideal for Clothing Shop, Photo Shop •
perience is necessary.
08C Murray Lumber
charge. One capable of rtitung adjacent and contiguous to the 7573.
Company, 104
- •
Nov.5C 1,
Those chosen
'complete office. Double entry, Present boundary limits of the
Maple Street.
910C
'
•
Of other small business.
• expert training.willYoureceive
..
must
payroll taxes, trial balance. 'ty of Murray, Kentucky, be
lib have an automobile and be
Possible construction, but not annexed to said CRY of Murray, GIRL'S CLOTHES, size 12, $1.00 BELTONE FACTORY fresh ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. %•••••••••••••••
•••••64 free to travel county
TFC
wide,
necessary. Send complete Kentucky, and become a part to $3.00. Also coat, $12.00. Phone hearing aid batteries for all make Phone Paris,642-6551.
753-3903.
full time. We require
08C hearing aids.
resume and salary expected to thereof, to-wit:
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE TWO BEDROOM mobile home
Wallis Drugs. 010C JERRY'S
REFINISHING &
mature individuals with
Beginning at a point on the
P.O. Box 998, Paris', Tenwith electric heat. Located on the
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
good reputations and good
oct.onersc: northwest corner of the present 12 GAUGE Browning overnessee.
Stella-Kirksey Highway. Phone
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. 160 ACRES, one mile from Cadiz.
work backgrounds. EarMontgomery Ward
city limits located on Kentucky under, trap model, lightweight.
Jerry ?decoy, owner, (502) 492
.Kentucky, lks miles from 753-6636.
Phone
4924604.
nings your first year should
08C
Chestnut
1203
121
eypass;
thence north to a
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
09C
Tpc Barkley Lake. Paved road, city
8837.
Sale, Wednesday Ohl!
be in excess of $12,500.
experience to run 15 states. Must point on the Quarter Section Line
water. $300.00 per acre. Phone
10 percent Olt IN Returned
have. 6 months experience on of the Southeast Quarter of THREE BIRD dog puppies, three
Goods
753-0650 evenings.
Please include full name,
steel or machinery. call Ace Section 21, Township 2, Range 4 months old, white and lemon.
011C
Open till 7 00 P M
A BUSINESS without a sign is
Phone
480-2113
age, address and telephone
after
6:00
FOR
Doran Hauling & Rigging East; thence east with the
n of no business. Hanna Sign WIDE
LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
in first letter. Personal
08C
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky Quarter Section Line of Section p.m.
•
BATTERIES $6.95 to $14.95.. Any Company,7534346.
TFC Murray, for your new home or
interviews will be arranged
21,
Township
Rnge
2,
4 East to a
502-345-2786 after 500
: p.m.
car,
•
2
discount
bed
Nev
r
i
to
oo
M
m
°,bil:arp
dealers. Atomic
Hoente
le
mobile home. Call owner 753- •
HARLEY DAVIDSON Chopper.
in your home town. All
October 18C Point 1,354 feet west of the west
Batteries, 401 North 4th Murray ROY HARMON finish carpenter. 0774.
electric, water furnished
replies
kept confidential.
023C
right-of-way on North 16th Will sell for $995.00 or trade for 753-8672.
•
•
November 5C Custom building and remodeling
•
Street: thence north 3 242 (pot to small sports car. Phone 753Houses trimmed-formica tops
•
•
$125
$Mpe
dreNe
mon
it th
WRITE: P.O. Box 32-F,
•
08NC
a point paralled with North 16th 6564.
:ind doors-Quality
work- BY OWNE,R;- two wooded lots, •
7534921
SERVICES OFFERED
1 -Sharpe Street, beside park near
FIREWOOD For Sale. Phone 753- Street; thence east 1,054 feet to a
; Murray, Ky. 42071.
manship. Phone 753-0790. ..
012p point 300 feet west of the west G.E. RECORD player and stereo
498 aftd 4:00 p.m.
schools, shopping
center,
right-of-way on North 16th sale. Lay away for Christmas .TIMBER-LODGE of TennuLlversity.
Phone(606) 549FURNISHED OR unfurnished HAVE YOUR own
LICENSE
D
ELECTRICIAN.
business now!
moToBcyciE1971 ossa 2Ni Street; thence north paralled now. Model V-211, Regular Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville.
October8C two bedroom apartment, central No financial risk.
Having.trouble getting those odd 2494
Great potential
Tennessee
$18.95-sale
will do your stone
price $16.88. Model
heat
Set up for motocross racing. Must with North 16th Street to a point
and
air,
wall
to wall carpet. working part
jobs done/ Free estimate. No job
time. Phone 75309p west of the south right-of-way on V-639, Regular $34.95-eale price work. Large selections of stone to small.
NEW DELUXE three bedroom Available now. Phone 753sell. Phone 753-0586.
Phone '7531470.
October 17C
Utterback Road; thence east $24.88. Model V-936, Regular Phone 901-593-3534.
TYC
brick
home
for
an
older
couple
4331.
or
0605.
October9C
October24C
BuTixs_tRuNDLE beds, good with the south right-of-way on 555.95-sale prim_944.11, Model
a young family on a tight budget.
Economical to live in, but with all
condition. Also boy's clothing, Utterback Road to a point 323.78 V-946, Regular $541.95--sa1e price B.C.CONSTRUCTION. Complete
AUTOS FOR SALE
size 16. Poo 489-2217 after 400 feet west of the west right-of-way $47.88. Model T-361, Regular basements, foundations, patios, FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8 the features found in a larger- CLEAN VP 'shop At Midway.
foot
sidewalks,
Vats)
and
driveways
Phone
complete
, retaining
753-5311.
OctoberlOC
U.S. 641; thence north 240.38 579.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
chair higher priced home. Make an
p.m.
09C
feet to a point north of the north Sales, Highway 68, Benton, walls, etc. Septic tank in- caning service. The Olcie Shoppe offer, you might buy it. Phone
EXTRA CLEAN 1966 Ford
next to the Dairy Oueen. Call 753- 753-3903.
APARTMENTS AND full size
November2C stallations, 43'7-4734 or 437SALE-A-T'HON now going on right-of-way on Utterbacit Road; Kentucky.
pickup,call 4924401.
08C
OIC
mobile
Courts,
4765.
homes.
Riviera
Novellabor
SC
October
at your locter-Stnger Sewing thence east NS feet to a Paint an
_
U.S.641 North.
ffl
Machine Dealer In the Beiaire the west right-of-way, on U.S. SEAMLF-CS GUTTERS.
REDUCED
1960 DODGE Dart, good motor'
-THREE bedroom,
Baked
09c 641, thence south 199.29 feet with on enamel
Shopping Center:
finish, guaranteed 30 FOR ALL your additions- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank two bath brick house, central TWO BEDROOM large apart- and transmission, two mow tires
the west right-of-way, on US. years. For
Included $100.00. See at 1710
free detailed estimate remodeling, residential or Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC beat and air, large patio, land- ment, vacant. No pets. $85.00
per Keenland Drive
commercial. New or old. Free
641; to a point on the half Section phone Atkins Gutter
scaped, trees. Phone 753or phone 753Service,
month. Phone 753-8333 after 5:00 4773.
EXPERIENCED SERVICEMAN line of Section 15, Township 2, Murray,7534607or 753estimates. Call 7534123.
TFC BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, 8416.
08C
08C
08C
full time. Phone 7634129.
Range 4 East; thence east with 8092.
Weis bank gavel, all dirt and
OctoberleCt
topsoil. Phone Haidin. 354-8138,
the half Section Line of Sections
FURNITURE STRIPPING &
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 1970 FORD 1 ton dual wheel long
14 and 15, Township 2, Range 4 MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
or 3544161,after 5:00 p.m
TFC
Antiques,
Park Hurst
The Barn, 5 miles
NIGHT CLERK wanted for East to a
$140.00.
Unfurnished $120.00. wheel base. New
point on the west all 1973 recreational vehicles. West
of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
motel. Switchboard experience property
Located
at Embassy Apart- grain bed, 4 speed transmission.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
line of L.N. R.R. thence Example: 27' Fifth Wheel McDaniel,
BY OWNER
OW.
owner. 753helpful, but not necessary. Must south with the west property
ments. Available now. Phone 753- 382-9114.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
line Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained - 7499.
Four
be bondable. Send resume to P.O. of L.N. R.R. to
November
bedroom
6C
4331._
brick
November
house
8C
Master 489-2504.
a point on the $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
TFC
on deep lot. Two baths,
Box 998, Paris, Tennessee. 017C present city limits; thence west,
CORVETTE COUPE-1971,
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
living room, dining room,
TRAILERS 10' wide and 12' wide. white with brown interior,
south and west with the present $7,836. These are just two of the CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
large paneled den with
Also one 10' wide for sale. Apply automatic transmission, good
pushing, fence row, stumps and Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
WANTED WAITRESSES and city limits to points of beginning. many units that must go. No
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
in person only to Brandon Dill, tires, power brakes, air, 23,000
ditches, etc. Phone 75313th
Street,
trade
"Every
ins
at
day
these
you
low,
low
prices.
cooks, full time and part time. SECTION II: That it is the
of cabinets, full basement.
753-2930 days or 753-1551 night9607.
miles. Phone 354-6546 after 4:00
October 19C delay lets bugs have their
Phone Garland's Hih-Burger, intention of City of Murray, Sale starts Friday September 28
Located at 512 Broad.
s.
08C p.m.
way."
Open
7
011P
days
TFC
a
week
through
TIMBER7534151.
LODGE
011C Kentucky, to annex to City of
on TennCash Price $20,000.00
October.
lucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Phone
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
753-3953
TWO BEDROOM brick home DODGE&1969 pickup, automatic
Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- Tennessee, will build complete LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
_
become a part thereof, the
three miles south east of Murray, 6, in warranty. Been used as a
vice "Your complete RV fireplaces, starting at onl gravel. Phone 474WANTED EXPERIENCED territory described in SECTION I
g'
large den, $125.00 month. 753-3597 car. $1750.00. Phone Sam Harris,
Headquarters" Hwy 62 east, $695.00. Selection of stones 2713.
October29C COUNTRY LOTS, extra
tractor trailer driver. Apply in hereof.
Restricted, water. 33500.00. 0r753..5068.
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky. available. Satisfaction
012C
08C 753-8061.
person to Mr. Wallet), Paschall ADOPTE
D ON
'FIRST 365-5082.
Phone
Sam
Harris
753October29
C
.
guarantee
DOZER
.
d.
Phone
SERVICE D-6 cater901-593Truck Lines, Murray, Ky. Equal READING ON THE
13th DAY OF
October 19C1
GREMLIN-1973, six cylinder,
3534.
wc, pillar. Phone 753-9807
October 8061.
Opportunity Employer. Oct.10C suoember, 1973.
--k FURNISHED three bedroom
air, 3300 miles. Phone 753VOLKSWAGEN
VAN-1270„.•
IgG
split level; on the lake at
PTED ON SECOND 10,800 BTU air conditioner.
BARKLEY LAKE front lot, next, Lakeway
6115.
JOHN'S • REPAIR Service.
08P
Shores $200.00 a month,
WANTED responsible person to READING ON THE 27th DAY OF Franklin wood stove. Phone 436to bridge, paved street, city
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
first and last month's rent in
WILL
keep two small children in my September, 1973.
KEEP
-children
water,
my
in
5384.
must sacrifice at $5200.00. advance
010P carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
plus $100 damage 1969 PONTIAC Catalina. 4 door
home 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. eau 762_2557.
home. Call weekdays, 5-9 p.m., COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF
753-7625 nights.
013C deposit. Four or five college sedan with air conditioning,
TFC
Saturday 12-6 p.m. 753-4131. 08C MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Experienced. Located near ,
.
1971 TORONADO house trailer,
63,000 miles,$850. 489-2187. 09C
college. Phone 753-8407.
By Holmes Ellis
08C KENIANA SHORES-Large students acceptable, 753gas, two bedroom, 12 by 52,
3210.
08P
•
Mayor, City of Murray.
wooded lots for $25 down & $25
$3800.00 good condition. Phone ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign WILL CUT and top trees. For
OUSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. Kentucky
fall
per
month
-All
MERCUR
Company,
utilities
Y
MONTERA
607
including
South 4th Street.
Y-1967.
437-4788, or 437-4195.
Fisher Price Toys, Murray, ATTEST:
08C Phone 753-83.46.
Octoberl7C clean up in town call 753-6265 water-Lake access-All weather THREE BEDROOM house, Good condition. New tires. PhoneKentucky Plant, a division of The Stanford Andrus
after 3:30 p.m.
011C streets. 'Phone 436-5320 or 436- carpeted, gas floor furnace, 753-1979 or see at 506 North 2nd
Quaker Oats Company, has an Clerk, City of Murray,KenGUTTERING BY Sears Sears
2473.
October 27C utility with washer and dryer Street.
010P
1971
motorcycl
250cc
Ossa
1972
e,
opening for an i. e. assistant with tucky
October 12C
hook up, air conditioning, $125.00
seamless gutters, installed per SCARBOROUGH PLUMING di
motorcycl
175cc
Ossa
e.
Phone
the following qualifications:
per month. Deposit required. FORD LTD-1965, four door
753-6699.
09C your specifieatIons Call Larry Electric Complete pump repair
WANT TO BUY
experience in preparation and
Phone 753-2376 after 5:00
FOR SALE
I,yles at 753-2310 for free service. Let us check your old
hardtop, all power, new paint job.
maintenance of plant layouts:
p.m.
Phone Thomas Hodges 753TFC pump for you before you buy a
LOFT PILE,free from soil is the estimate
011C
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
analysis and solution of methods MOBILE HOME, 10'x50',
partly carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
7143.
new one. 24 hour emergency 17 copies of the
06P
and layout problems: working unfurnished.
Ledger & Times. NEW MOBILE
Good condition Rent electric shampooer $1. Big CEMENT CONSTRUCTION service. Phone 753home, two
Please bring by the Ledger & bedrooms,
knowledge of MTM and stan- $1500.00. Phone
753-6644.
all electric, carpeted. CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1966,
08C K,Belaire Shopping Center. 013C porches, patios, driveways and 5:143.
Oetober30C Times Office, 103 North 4th
dards data. Successful candidate
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 per month. two door hardtop Super Sport. All
garages. 20 years experience.
-.Street.
responsible for
providing
'TFNC Water furnished. Phone 753power and factory air. Local car
WILL DO baby-sitting in your
Phone Lee Childress,753assistance
to AKC REGISTERED two year old GARAGE
technical
BUILDING,
2377.
in
extra good condition. Phone,
08C
home
red
6170.
cocker
Monday
thru
Friday.
017P
spaniel.
Call
Phone 437- aluminum, siding, carports and
WANT TO buy a small farm with
production and maintenance.
753-5482 after 4:00 p.m.
06P
489-2355.
08NC or wihout house Call 762010F additions. Now is the time to
Degree not required. Excellent 4417.
BEDROOM
TWO
home,
on
lake
2557.
fringe benefits including profit
build. Cali collect Mayfield, 247- BOOKEEPER FULL charge
031C
furnished. Phone 753-4055 or 753sharing. Send resume to George FIRE WOOD for sale. Phone 753- 7672.
013C capable of running complete WILL DO trash and brush
0381.
01005_
6846.
CARD OF THANKe
010NC
E. Lovell, Fisher Price Toys, Box
office 15 years experience, in hauling. Reasonably
e rates. Phone
SERVICE
OFFERED
S
MOBILE HOME-1968 Shelby, accounts, receivable, accounts
311, Murray, Kentucky, or call
7534130.
TFC
SMALL THREE bedroom house
I wish to express my gratitude,
753-0450. "An equal opportunity COMPACT VACUUM cleaner, 10 12'01'. Two bedrooms, separate payable, payroll, general ledger,
FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8 furnished. All electric and air to those who remember
gallon aquarium and accessories, dining room,central heat and air, trail balance and
employer."
ed use
financial CERAMIC TILE repair work.
139C roller -T V,. cart_ 9 by 10 _gold UnderPenned. On Jorge lot with statement& Call 7534605. .08C Repair_ or' remodeling, also foot Vats) and complete chair conditioned. At Panorama with prayer and kindness while I
•
caneingser
carpet, eight place setting of patio and shrubba. Phone 753-0885
vice,
The
Qlde_ShoPpe Sho,res,. $100..00 per month. was Onfined in the Murray
shower doors and Cub enclosure&
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- Deposit required. Phone 4S5-5285 Calloway /IospitaLIalZahank
Leonoit China, lambert lawn ter 4:00 P.m.
010C CATTLEMEN-NW producers Call 474-2363.
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A HISTORY of the very finest of facilities, equipment, vehicles and service.
,

ATRADITION of our family serving yours with Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy.
L to R. :• Kenny and Mary Beth Imes, Rebecca and Ronald Churchill, Marilyn and Tommy Walker.

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
----- Where Personal and Sincere Service\Has
. Been A Tradition Since 1886

